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ABSTRAm' 
The deposition of' colloid particles from certain col1oidal. 
solutions onto hydrophobic substrates rendering the substrate 1\Ydro-
pbylic is in wide use in industry toda..v. Recent studies have 
stimulated interest into the role which electrostatic forces ma_y pla.r 
in this deposition process. This investigation utilized~ electro-
kinetic techniques, electrophoresis and streaming current, to investi-
gate the charge densities existing at the colloidal particle/electro-
lyte and substrate/electrolyte interfaces respect! vely. It also utilized 
a surface charge field ettect transistor technique to investigate the 
deposition process. 
A modified Wetting Fe Colloid was made by suspending /jFeOOH 
particles in 10-4 M KCl. Electrophoresis experiments indicate that 
the surface charge density of the (jFeOOH particles in· this colloidal 
solution is positive and approximately 633 esu/cm2 . Qualitative 
streaming current measurements in 10-4 M KCl revealed pyrex, fused 
silica, Mylar, and Kapton substrates to be negative. Similar measure-
ments in 10-4 M KCl on these substrates with ~FeOOH particles 
deposited on them revealed either a reduction·in the charge density 
or charge reversal depending on the de~~ity of particles deposited. 
Quantitative streaming current measurements obtained by streaming 
10-4 M KCl through fused silica and pyrex capillaries yielded Zeta 
Potentials of -67.3 mv and -78.8 mv respectively. 
The surface charge field effect transistor technique was used . 
to investigate changes in the total substrate-particle composite 
1 
·,. 
. .. 
ch~ge atter the ~ubatrate l(&.B re111oved trcm the colloi.d, rinsed, and 
dried. These meaaurements were made as a function of the depoai.ti.on 
l procese.. Th.e chajlgea so measured could· be correlated nth the 
depos.i.tion process. aa characterized by- contact . ~gle, X rrq 
fluorescence, and TEM analyses al tho~gh interpretation ot the ch~rge 
interactions is questionable~· 
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I. IBTRODUCTION 
Colloid particles are deposited on surfaces as a means of 
lowering the surface energy and melting a previously hydrophobic 
surface hydrophylic. The more prevalent uses are in the areas of 
joint adhesion, adhesion of prints and dyes, and electroless metal 
deposition. The Western Electric Company has even developed a 
technique combining the above properties with·a phot~graphic process 
to image an electroless metal circuit pattern on a polymer sub-
strate. (l ,2 } All of these processes involve immersion of a substrate 
in a colloid containi~g hydrous metal oxide particles. While 
immersed in the colloid the particles deposit on the surface of the 
substrate. The particles remain on the substrate when it is removed 
from the colloid, rinsed and dried. Recent work by K. B. Connole( 3 ,4> 
and this author ( 4} into the forces which are functional during this 
pr~cess stimulate interest in the contribution of electrostatic 
forces . 
. The first of two states which exist during the deposition pro-
cess occurs when the substrate is immersed in .the colloid. The 
colloid consists of charged part·icles suspended in an ionic atmos-
phere. The electrostatic repulsion between the particles overcomes 
the van der Waals f'orc~s thus maintaining the suspension. When th.e 
substrate· is placed in the colloid it may have an initial charge 
or obtain a charge through one of the mechanisms discussed in 
Section II. An attractive (or repulsive) -electrostatic force 111&1· ,, 
.. 
:J 
- . ·i; • -. ·- • :·_ -_, • - - -·--
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then exist between the particle and· substrate. This state is re-
ferred to by Krupp( 5} as a secondary adhesive system and the electro-
static forces will be diminished by the increased dielectric constant 
of the liquid medium and the shiel·ding effects of' the ionic atmos-
pheres which form around the particles and substrate. A theory for 
the secondary adhesion system does not exist at this time. 
The second state exists when ·the substrate with attached par-
ticles has been removed from the colloid, rinsed, dried, and placed 
in the atmosphere. This is referred to by Krupp (5} as a primary 
adhesive system. Connole( 3} has presented a-general review of the 
adhesive forces operating un<i,er these conditions such as van der Weals 
forces, chemical bonds, and electrostatic effects. Work relating to 
the electrostatic theory of adhesion in a gaserbus medium b_egan when 
(6-10) 4 B. V. Derj_aguin and N. A. Krotova p:roposed the theory in 19 8 
to explain h_igh values of work required to peel polymer films from 
metal substrates along with the dependence of these values upon 
peeling conditions. The basic premise of the electrostatic forces 
lie in the formation of' an electrostatic double layer at the inter-
• face between the two solids. This may be attributed to charge trans-
" fer due to differences in the electronic energy levels of the two 
materials. Much work has been done which gives credence to the 
establish~nt of this elec:trostatic double layer. The equilibrium 
' 
ch~ge distribution calculated· for metal-insulator and i.nsulator-
. · (11) insulator contacts by Van Ostenb~g and Montgomery demonstrat·e . 
. 
the formation of this double layer· for ·ideal materials (~urface ·· , ~ 
4 .. ·.'-
,. .. ,.. ' 
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states and trapping sites were not considered). '(12) Skinner et al 
forn::d metal-plastic-metal tensile specimens and measured the po-
tential. from metal to metal as the sample was rapidly separated. This 
was correlated with values of surface ch~ge density for the metal.-
plastic interface. Derjaguin and Aleinikova (l3) used a liquid 
mercury contact on one side of a metal-plastic-metal contact array 
to measure the deuble layer charge as the mercury receded from· the 
plastic surf'ace. Zimon et al (l4) measured the charge transfer 
occurring when dust particles were deposited on or removed from 
(vibrated loose) a metal and glass plate, Davies(l5) measured the 
charge densities injected into PVC, polyimide, PTFE, polycarbonate, 
Pm, polystyrene, and nylon 66 by a series of metal.a using an 
electrometer probe technique. Donald(l6) ran.companion experiments 
.., 
using dielectric beads coated with particles. One experiment 
· measured the force required to remove the. parti·cles ( using a centri-
fuge) while the other measured the charge left behind as particles 
were blown from the same type particle-bead pair. His results 
indicated that the charge of the particles on the beads could be 
directly related to the attachment force of the particles on the 
beads. Most recently Krupp and Schnabel (l T) delDOnstrated the signi-
f'i cant contribution of' the electrostatic double layer to adhesion 
between s.olids. They dusted photoconducting CdS substrates with 
Zr coated gold spheres and placed ·them into an ultracentri1uge. By 
ill11mi nation of the subs-trate with_ St!E:Ejn li·ght of varying intensities 
duri;ng centri;f:u.gation, the electronic structure of the substrate was . 
.. 
'5' 
'.< .• , ' ' •.• ·,,. · .• ·, ·-~, 
,. 
,,_ 
• 
1 l 
changed and the acceleration required to remove the spheres was also 
ch~ged. Having established adequate evidence tor the existence ot 
the electrostatic double layer one ~ use the paraJ lel plate capa-
citor model (lB) to calculate the force of adhesion· between th.e two 
solids if the radius of curvature of the particle is· l~ge compared 
to the surface contact area: 
where 
F d 2 r = _2_t_ = 
F A - force per unit area 
d - surface charge density 
e - permittivity 
E - electric field 
(all in M.K.S.) 
(1) 
Altho~gh evaluation of the electrostatic contribution to the 
adhesion of the colloid particles to the substrate provides moti-
vation for this study it is far too vigorous a task to propose as a 
goal. The goals of this study are to examine the ch~ge interactions 
which occur during· the deposition process using the techniques 
described below and to evaluate the effectiveness of these tecniques. 
It is hoped that an understandi;ng of the· charge· interaction will 
provide an intui_ti ve bas.is for optimizi~g the electrostatic forces 
of adhesion. In order to study ch~ge interaction in the secondary 
system one would the.refore desire information as to the s.ign and. 
; ,,·, ,·: 
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. ,. 
magnitude of the charge on the particle and the substrate .while in . . 
. 
contact with the ionic atmosphere .ot the colloid. If these s.igns 
are like, electrostatic forces will impede deposition and if they 
are opp·osite they will aid deposition. A literature search revealed 
that this information could be obtained utilizing the electrokinetic 
phenomena~ (i9 ) In order to study charge interaction in the primary 
adhesive system with a polymer substrate, a channel conductance 
technique was adopted similar to the one used by Fowkes and 
Hielscher <20 ) to investigate spontaneous electrostatic precipitation 
of dust. Contact angle, X-ray fluorescence, and. transmission elec-
tron microscope (T .E .M. ) analysis were also performed to characterize 
the particle deposition on the polymers.studied. 
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II. T.Bl'ORY 
A. Analysis of the Surface Charg_e. at a Solid-Lig.uid Interface 
1. The Electrokinetic Phenomena 
The phenomena. given the above classification exist when relative 
motion occurs at a solid/liquid interface as a result of an applied 
potential or conversely when a potential results from relative motion 
at a solid/liquid int·erface. Table 1 lists the four phenomena which 
fall in this category. Reuss (2l) observed the phenomenon of electro-
osmosis in 1Bo8 when he found that water flowed from one side of a 
porous plug of wet clay to the other side as lo:ng as a potential 
difference was maintained across the pl~g. Reuss also observed the 
• s.. : :--:"-:;, 
reverse of electro-osmosis, electrophoresis , when he obse rived the 
\~ 
'~c., 
movement of clay particles through a dispersion under the i ~,. -···~µ~nee 
. ~~~" 
of a potential gradient. Quan.ti t.ati ve measurements of electro-
osmosis were first made by Wiedeme.nn(22 > a.round 1850 to determine the 
relation between pressure, flow, and applied potential. Quinke (23 ), 
in 1859, reasoned that since a porous clay plug was merely a mas.s of 
fine capillarie·s , electro-osmosis should also occur in a single 
capillary. In the process he also observed that a potential resulted 
across the capillary when water was forced through it. This became 
known as· the streamjng potentiaJ.. He further showed that liquid 
flow in electro-osmosis need not be in the same direction as current 
flow. Thi.s led Quinke to the hypothesis that the effects observed 
were due. to the presence of. electrically ch~ged layers of opposite -
(24) . . ,· 
sign at the solid/liquid. interface. Dorn observed in .1878 that 
' . 
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TABIE l 
Phenanenon )bbile Phase 
Electro-osmosis Liquid 
Electrophoresis Particle 
Streaming Potential Liquid 
Sedimentation Potential Particle 
·,. 
~ I •• 
;., 
. °'·;',. 7 
i'; ' . . . 
' .:_ .. ,. 
Driving Force 
Electric Field 
Electric Field 
" 
Liqui·d Flow 
Gravity, 
Centrifugal 
",r;" 
• ... r 
, 
: ' 
when particles traveled thro~gh a liquid under the t9rce of gravity 
a potential gradient was. generated in the direction of motion. This 
became known as the sedimentation potential. 
. 
Two requirements must be met for a quantitative approach to the 
electrokinetic phenomena;(25) 
( a) an accurate description of the ion distribution within 
the electric double layer which develops at the solid/ 
liquid interface and, 
(b) a val.i.d model to -describe flow past the solid/liquid 
interface. 
This study utilizes the electrophoresis and strearni ng · current ( simi-
lar· to the streaming potential) phenonena. The next three sections 
will therefore discuss the theory of the electric double _layer, the 
flow model for electrophoresis measurements, and the flow model 
for the streaming current measurements respectively. 
' 
2. The. Electric Double Layer 
. When a solid is pl-aced in· contact with a polar medium the net 
charge at the surface of the solid is governed by three mechanisms : 
(a) Ionization -- the crystal lattice of the solid may contain . 
a net positive or n.egati ve ch~ge aris·ing from interior 
defects or substitutional atoms. When placed in contact 
with aqueous solution sqme of the surface atoms may ionize 
and form a layer of ionic ch~ge .adjacent to.· the solid to 
compensate the charge unbalance. This is not. common but 
q.oes occur in certain ion exch~gi~g · minerals and other 
solids which have ionizable groups at the.ir surface. (i9) ·. 
10 
"•y.;,:,. : -
r 
(b) Ion Ads.orption -- A net surface ch~ge may be acquired by 
unequal adsorption of ions from the solution. This 
adsorption may be either chemical. or physical. <27) The 
adsorption mechanism is seldom responsible for the entire 
surface potential, altho:ugh frequently a complicating 
factor of .the other nechanisms. {i9 ) Surfaces which are 
already charged, e.g. , by ionization, usually show a 
{ 
preferred tendency to: adsorb the oppositely charged ions. 
,j 
This may even be to such an extent as to change the s~gn 
of the overall surface charge.<26 ) 
:(:c·) Ion Dissolution -- Ionie substances can acqui·re a surface 
charge by unequal dissolution of' oppositely charged ions 
of which they are composed. <26 ) In the dase of sparingly 
soluble ionic solids dispersed in water, an.equilibrium 
exists between the ions on the sur.face of the crystal and 
the same type ions in solution. 'lhese ions are referred to 
as the potential determining ions. The potential deter-
mining ions for metallic oxides and hydroxides are normally 
H and OH-. {l9 ' 26 ) 
Ass1Jmi ng therefore that one or more of' the . above mechanisms cause 
the solid to acquire a surface .charge, there will be a resultant 
effect on the distribution of ions in the liquid medium adjacent to 
the interface. The ·ions with ch~ge opposite th·at of the soli.d 
surface are called counter ions and are attracted to the surface. 
while those with like ch~ge are cal.led; co-ions and. are repelled . 
'1 ..1 ,. ,·.:· ·,,· ' : ' 
. ·''·" ;, 
L,,·, f • 
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• 
·'! away. The electrostatic forces together with the mixi~g tendency 
". ...,. 
of thermal. mtion lead to the formation of an electric double layer 
made up of th~ ch~ged surface and a neutralizi;ng atmosphere of 
counter and co-ions adjacent to the surface. Helmholtz, <28> 1879, 
proposed the double layer as two plane layers of equal charge density 
and opposite sign separated by a distance a as shown in Figure 1. 
-''- . 
The potential. dropped linearly from '.(10 at the solid ·surface to O at 
x = 6 . Helmholtz used his model to interpret electro-osmosis 
quantitatively. The independent work of Goey ( 29 ) and Chapman { 30 ) 
resulted in the more refined Gouy-Chapman model shown in F~gure 2. 
They rec~gnized that the electrical forces of the double layer must 
be in equilibrium with the homogeneity-majntaining osmotic forces 
and thus the counter ions could not be concentrated at a fixed 
distance from the surface. Stern (3i) suggested a combination of the 
Helmholtz and Gouy-ChaprnM models ( 32 ) as shown in Figure 3 to account 
for two major weaknesses of the Gouy~Chapman model; 
(a) th.e finite size of the ions limits the inner boundary 
of the double laye! si-nce an ion can only approach the 
surface to within its hydrated radius without becomi~g 
sp~cifieall~ . adsorbed and 
(·b) the existence of specifically adsorbed ions which are 
attached to the surface by electrostatic or van der Waals 
fforces strongly eno:ugh to overvome thermal agitation. ,. 
The· potential varies from '110 at the· surface to '1'6 at the Stern pl&r1e: 
and decays to zero in the dif'f'\lse layer. K:r-eyt{ 33) and Sennett 
12 ~.; ! . 
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et al {i9) both mention an extension of the Stern model proposed by 
Grahame. <34) This model divides the Stern licy-er into three parts;<35 ) 
(a) I a relatively thin surface layer of stro;ngly adsorbed 
anions whose center of ch~ge lies in a plane called 
the inner Helmholtz plane followed by 
(b) a Stern layer of hydrated counterions whose center of 
ch~ge lies in a plane called the outer Helmholtz plane 
followed by 
(cJ a diffuse regi.on like that of the Goey-Chaprnan. model. 
This author will adopt the approach taken by Shaw<26 ) utilizing the 
stern model. The inner part of the double layer will be discussed 
qualitatively and the diffuse region will be described quantitatively. 
The inner part of the double layer as DEntioned previously 
accounts for the f'ini te size of the ions and ·the existence o·f speci-
fically adsorbed ions. Specifically adsorbed ions are those which 
are attached to the surface· by electrostat.ic or van der Waals 
• 
forces strongly enough to overcome thermal agitation. When this 
occurs counter-ion ad.soT'ption generally predoininates over co-ion 
adsorption and the situation in Figure 3 normally exists. If surface 
active counter-ions are present it is possible for a reversal of 
charge to occur at the Stern plane as shown in F!.'.~e 4a. If surface · · 
active co-ions are present the potential '111 at the Stern plane may 
be .. greater than that at the surface '110 as shown in Figure 4b. This 
' 
demonstrates the effect of the immobile surface layer- on the magni-. 
.. 
tude of the potenti-al. at .. the Stern plane "'a . In ,order to relate 
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if a to 'it• an adsorption theory must be imposed. To avoid this 
complicati:ng factor the charge to be studied will be :that at the 
Stern plane. A further complication arises since the exact surface 
of' shear between the mobile and . immc>'Bile r.egions is imkno~ for 
electrokinetic experiments. In addition to the ions in the Stern 
layer, a small amount of' liquid wil.l probably be bound to the ch~ged 
surface. It is therefore reasonable to ass,,me that the shear 
plane is located a short distance from the Stern plane. The electro-
kinetic potential r , called the Zeta Potential, which is determined 
experimentally is therefore sl:igbt1y different from if a . 
The diffuse part of the double layer may be handled by applyi~g 
the Gouy-Chapman theory to the region from the Stern plane into the 
b11Jk of the solution. Thus in lieu of the solid surface potential 
'110 shown in Figure 2 we begin with the Stern .plane potential '116 as 
shown in Figure 3. 
assumptions: 
Quantitative treatment is based ·on the followi~g 
' (a) The surface is· ass11med flat, of infinite extent and 
uniform;Ly charged . 
. {b) The ions are ass11rned to be point ch~ges · distributed 
according to a Boltzmann distribution. 
• 
{c) The liquid is ass11med to influence the distribution only 
th:rough ~ dielectric constant which .is assumed · constQll.t 
throughout. 
(d) A. sipgle 
. i' 
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--The potential is "'a at x = O and 'It at a distance x from the surface. 
Ass11mi ng the surface is positively ch8.:l'ged as shown in F.igure 3, 
we lD8¥ apply the BoltzJDADn distribution. 
where 
n = n exp 
+ 0 -
ze+ 
kT and n = n exp 
- 0 
n - concentration of positive ions. 
+ 
n - concentration of negative ions • 
-
+ ze'.lf l 
kT 
J 
n - b11Jk concentration o.f each s.pecies. 
0 
it - scalar potential.. 
e - electronic ch~ge. 
11' - temperature. 
k - Boltzmann's constant. 
The net vol11rne charge density is then_; ·given by 
p = zen 
0 
p = ze.(n+ - n_) 
ze"1 
exp - kT +I
. zew 
-exp kT. 
zeit 
P = -2zen0 sinh kT 
Usi~g the one ·dimensional form- of Peisson's equation, 
d2 '1r -4_,:rp 
------ _.......,_ 
•. ·2. - · 'E 
dx 
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Ol)e obtains the differential equation tor it as a function ot x as 
8 .,,. zen 
= ---· o_ sinh ze it 
t kT 
where e is the permittivity of the liquid. 
The solution of this equation, with botmdary conditions; 
resilts in; 
where 
·, '\. :. 1 
•j,;:.rr: 
. i.; 1 .... , ....... 
it . = if a at X = 0 
di' = 0 
dx as X -+OD 
'1r = 2kT·1n{l~'Yexp(-.«x)} 
ze 1- 1' exp(- ,c x) 
..,= 
K : 
ze 'I' 8 
exp 2kT -1 
ze+6 
exp 2kT +l 
1/2 
81r e2Ncz2 
1000 E kT 
' ' 
c - molar concentration of electrolyte 
N - Av:agadro 's n11mher. 
• 
(6b) 
(7) 
(8) 
'(' ·:·,_/.;:,) '· · .. · . 
' : 
for· overall electrical neut~ality the surface ch&!ge density ot the 
,, 
diff'use p~rt of the double laye_r must balance the charge on the· sur-
face of the. s·olid and the. ch~ge in the stern layer. . Th~refore, thf:!.: 
. (26) 
net ch~ge at the Stern · plane will be 
2(l 
.. , . . 
. 
' . 
. '·.·,·. ·, ..... ·, .·.;-: .. · .... , ... _,•;:·-,· 
. \. 
.CD 
'a = - p (x) dx 
2n e kT 
0 
1r sinh 
• I 
(18) 
• 
zei' a 
2kT (ll) 
For small potentials one obtains the Debye-Hiickel approximation for 
equations 7 and 11 
(12) 
· .. 
(13l 
From equation 13 one can see the interdependence of the net charge at 
. 
the Stern plane and the potential at the Stern plane. This also 
. 
-1 points out the significance of the parameter ,c- • This parameter 
is of'ten referred to as the Debye length or double layer thickness. 
It represents the distance from the Stern plane at which the po-
tential. drops to approximately one third its initial value ir8 • For 
an aqueous solution of a symmetrical electrolyte at 25°C, equation 9 
becomes 
K: (14) 
i, 
New that the electric double layer has be'en described one may turn 
to the mode,ls which describe the relative motion between· the mobile 
and immobile portions. 
I:· 
'· 
3. Electrophoresis 
In this sec~ion relationships between the velocity that a colloid 
particle exhibits under an applied field end the Zeta Potential and 
surface ch~ge density will be discussed. For simplicity first 
consider a non-conducti;ng spherical particle with radius a. Two 
limiting cases exist for the ratio of the radius to the double layer 
thickness 1ea. When 1e a is smsJ l the particle may be considered as 
(26) a point charge and the Buckel equation applies ; 
where 
~ - electrophoretic mobility 
f - Zeta Potential 
E - permittivity 
71- viscosity 
• 
When ,ca is large the surface of the particle may be· considered flat 
with an electric field· applied parallel to the surface. By equating 
the electric_al. and viscous forces, imposing the Poisson equation, and 
integrating one obtains the Smoluchowski equation; <26 ) 
where the para.meters are the same as in the Buckel equatie~. For· 
a.n aqueous medium at 25°C, this beco:gies 
\ 
f 
r ;= . 12 • a,5 .. ~, 
d'4. ·. 
c:;,:; 
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where 
r - Zeta Potential (mv) 
micron sec 
u_ - Electrophoretic mobility lt 
.l!i vo cm 
-• 
It follows from this model that the electrophoretic mobility should 
be independent of' the size and shape of the particle. 
There are many factors which must be taken into account.that have 
. not been included in either of the models above. Such factors include : 
(a) particle b11Jk conductance, 
(b) surface conductance of particles, 
(c) relaxation effects, and 
(d) variation of e and 'J within the double layer. 
Since the particles to be investigated in t~is study are metal oxides, 
the first factor will be ignored. The second factor results because 
the distribution of ions in the diffuse part of the double layer 
gives rise to ·an electrical. conductance in this region which exceeds 
that in the b11Jk electrolyte. This will in turn affect the electric· 
field near the solid/liquid interface. Since ~a in our study is not 
large this effect will not be too great. The movement of the particle 
relative to the mobile part of the double layer results in a dis-
tortion of the double layer as shown in F.igure 5 because a finite time 
( relaxation time) is required for the original sy,nmetry to be re-
stored by diffusion and conduction. <26 ) The variations in t and 1J 
arise when the electric field stre~gth close to,the shear plane is 
very high. Davies and Rideal. (37 ) present an equation based on th.e 
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work of Booth, Overbeek, Henry and others tor a non-conductip.g 
spherical particle; 
er 
~=RF6r11 (18) 
where th-e. factor R corrects for relaxation end F corrects for inter-
actions between the applied and double layer fields. Applyi~g logic 
to the selection of values for these parameters similar to Connole, (3) 
one finds the Smolucbowski equation 16 to be a reasonable approxi-
mation for our system. 
The surface ch&!ge density at the su;rface of shear may be cal-
cul.a.t€d from equation 11 usi~g f in lieu of it a . 
d = E 
2n e kT· 
0 
11' 
sinh ze t 2kT (19) 
For an aqueous .medium at 25°C, equation 17 may be substituted into 
equation 19 resulting in 
where 
d = 35,200 c112 sinh (.25zu_) E .I!; 
2 dE - surface. of shear ch~ge (e.s.u/cm ) 
c - molar concentration of electrolyte 
-micron/sec) 
-~ - electrophoretic mobility volts/cm 
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Just as the Zeta Potential r is sl.ightly different from '11& the ch8:fge 
at the surface of' shear is sl.igbtly different from da • 
' 
There are two well known methods of electrophoresis that are 
applied to dispersions; (lg) measurement may be made by observation 
of the velocity of' individual particles or by observation of a 
collection of particles under an applied field. The former procedure 
was used in this study and is termed microelectrophoresis. The 
dispersion is placed in a cell such as the one shown in Figure 6a. 
The cell is innnersed in a temperature bath, a potential applied to 
the electrpdes, and the velocity of the particles observed using a 
microscope as shown in Figure 6b. From previous discussion it should 
) be apparent that in addition to the motion of the charged particles 
there will be electro-osmotic flow of the liquid at the cell walls. 
:Thus the velocity of the particles must be measured at that plane of 
the cell where the liquid is stationary. For a cell with circular 
cross section it may be shown to exist at a position .,·.707 R (R-radius 
of cell) from the cell inner surface. <26 ) 
4. Streamjng Current 
As mentioned earlier Quink.e observed that a·potential resulted 
' across a capillary when liquid was forced thro_ugh it. ·Experimentally 
this will occur whether the liquid is forced over a solid in the 
form of a capillary, a porous pl:tJ.g, or fibrous mat. This phenomenon 
is known as the streaming potential, and measurements o.f this 
phenomenon have been made . on various sqii.ds · in all of' the forms 
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it appeared that the capillary form ot the solid provided a relatively 
easy flow model. This review also indicated that the effects ot 
surface conductance on the measurements could be avoided by using the 
· {40) 
streaming current technique. Since this study was concerned with 
evaluating the surface charge ot various polymers which could be 
obtained in tubular form, the streaming current technique using a 
capillary cell was adopted. 
The streaming potential in a capillary 'with 1mitorm radius much 
larger than the double la.yer thickness results when liquid flow 
carries with it the mobile part of' the double la.yer and the net charge 
within. At steady state the net charge transported by the moving 
double l~er ( the transport current) will be balanced by conduction 
of charge back through the cell. To correlate the streaming potential. 
with double l~er p~ameters, one must therefore knQW the resistance 
back through the cell. The streaming current technique avoids this 
problem by shunting the resistance back through the cell with an 
external resistor which is smaJ 1 enough that the entire transport 
currep.t passes through it and may be measured. '!he problem now reduces . 
to deriving an expression which relates this cur!ent to the parameters 
of the double lqer existing at the solid/liquid interface. 
Assuming laminar flow and « -l much le·ss · than the capil.lary 
radius, Davies (37) derives an expression for the streaming current as 
follows . For laminar flow through a capillary with pressure differenc~ 
4p the velocity profile is (1es cribed by 
. .. •, 
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where 
2 2 
_ AR. (r - T ) 
V - 4711 
T - the distance trom the center of the capillary 
1 - capillary length 
r - capillary radi.us 
6p - pressure difference 
'1 - viscosity 
v - flow .velocity 
The velocity gradient close to the cell wall is thus 
or if x = r- T 
-r6p 
2 '7 1 
(21) 
(22) 
dv = i•&\ p 
dx x=O 2 '11 {23) 
. where x is measured from the capillary wall. The velocity at any 
point x m~ be approximated by 
X V·=f dv dx 
0 x=O 
dx = r6px 
2 '1 1 (24) 
Since the streaming current is the charge carrted per second by the 
liquid, 
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I = 2tr rj p vdx (25) 
where pis the volume charge density. Substituting p from Poisson's 
equation 4 into 25 results in 
2 
- - .ARL. I - 4711 
0 
Integrating by parts · yields 
' . . 
x=r 
- ~~fr 
2 
xdir I -
- 4" 1 dx 
x=O 
Under the initial conditions; 
d'I' 
dx = O and it = 0 at x=r 
if = f at x=O 
This reduces to 
and conversely 
r - 4 " 1 I - - -- E 2 4p 
r 
r 
. d2+ 
f 2 
dx 
- 'Ir 
xdx (26) 
(27) 
x=O 
(28) 
(29) 
where the sign of the streaming current I is in the same direction 
as liquid flow. 
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B. Charge Measurement Using the Surt~e Charge Field Effect 
Transistor 
A simplified sketch of an n-channel surface charge :field ettect 
transistor is shc,ro in Figure 7. A detailed analysis ot this device 
~ be found in Grove. ( 54 > The description of operation included in 
this thesis will be a simplified version thereof. Discussion will be 
presented in three parts. '!he first part will dis cuss accumulation, 
depletion, inversion, and channel conductance for the channel region 
shown enclosed by the dashed line~ in Figure 7. The second part will 
briefly discuss the transistor characteristics and the third part will 
explain the function of the transistor in investigating the colloid 
particle charge interactions. 
1. Accumulation, Depletion, Inversion and Channel Conductance in 
the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) Structure 
Ass,m,ing thermal equilibrium exists, Figure 8 s·hows the energy 
band diagrams and charge distributions for a p-type MOS structure. 
The three conditions for the charge in the channel depend on the 
polarity and magnitude of the applied gate voltage. A negative voltage 
will attract positive charge and an enhanced concentration of holes 
will exist in the semiconductor near the oxide semiconductor interface. 
This is termed accumulation and is shown in Figure 8a. It a smell 
positive voltage is applied, a compensating negative charge in the 
semiconductor at the interface~will result when holes are repelled 
aw8'3 leaving uncompensated acceptor ions. This is termed depletion 
and is shown in Figure Sb. The charge per unit area in the semi-
conductor Q will be given by s 
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where 
xD - width of the depletion region 
NA - acceptor concentration 
q - electronic charge 
(30) 
As the applied positive voltage· increases, the depletion width in-
creases, thereby compensating the positive charge on the gate. A 
point is eventually reached where the resultant band bending has 
lowered the conduction band close enough to the Fermi level that the 
concentration of electrons in the conduction band at the interface 
increases. Therea:f'ter any increase in gate voltage will be compen-
sated by ~ increased concentration of electrons in the conduction 
. ban-d at the interface and by depletion. This state is termed 
inversion and is shown in Figure 8c. '!his charge, ~, is confined to 
0 
a ver:, narrow region of 10-100 A. Strong inversion occurs when the 
intrinsic Fermi level at the surface is as far below the Fermi level 
as it is above the Fermi level in the bulk. At this point the 
depletion width reaches a maximum xD ftlax and further compensation is 
by inversion only. '!his value of ~ ~ be calculated using the 
depletion approximation 
~max= 
(31) 
. , 
'.l-»'·•··· 
where e8 - semiconductor permittivity 
q - electronic charge 
NA - acceptor concentratiai 
~F - difference in energy between the intrinsic 
Fermi level and the Fermi level in the b11Jk 
~e charge due to depletion at this point is then defined as 
Q_ = -qN x_ J3 A JJ max (32) 
and the total charge in the semiconductor at the interface is given 
by 
(33) 
It should be noted at this point that the charge ~· is immobile and 
therefore the mobile charge is given by 
(34) 
'lhe conductance of the channel between the two n+ regions shown in 
Figure 7 is given by 
\ 
z g·= -
.L 
x . 
1 
0 
u fx)dx 
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where 
g - channel conductance 
Z - width of the channel normal to the figure 
+ L - distance ot separation ot the n regions 
x.- distance into the semiconductor where it becomes 1 
intrinsic 
a(x) - conductivity of the inversion la.ver 
But the conductivity of the inversion l~er is given by 
where 
and 
a (x) = q µ. n(x) 
n 
q - electronic charge 
µ. - electr'on mobility 
n 
n(x} - mobile carrier distribution 
(36) 
. ( 37) 
Thus the conductance of the channel mq be related to the charge in 
the semiconductor which compensates the charge on the gate. 
2. Characte·ristics of the Surface Charge Field Effect Transistor 
.As one must be aware, the actual operating characteristics of 
a surface charge field effect transistor are much more canplicated 
than the simple analysis of the chenne.1 conductance given above. 
36 
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Figure 9 illustrates how the applied source to d.rain voltage inter-
acts with the potential difference between the gate and inversion 
lqer. Assume that the gate voltage is a fixed value great enough 
that inversion occurs (V0 > VT). For small drain voltages the device 
behaves like a resistor as discussed in the preceding section and 
ID varies linearly with VD as shown in Figure 10. As the drain 
. 
voltage is increased the average potential difference from the gate 
to the inversion l9'Yer will decrease• thus decreasing ~ and increas-
ing the channel resistance. The curve in Eigure 10 thus bends down-
ward. As the drain voltage is increased further, the voltage drop 
. 
across the oxide near the drain is reduced further until a point is 
reached where it falls below the level required to maintain inversion. 
'!his voltage is labeled VD sat in Figure 10. As the ·voltage is in-
' 
creased beyond VD ~at the magni~ude of the drain current changes only 
' .. ) 
slightly as shown in Figure 10. It the value of VG is now changed the 
slope of the linear region, VD t, and ID t. will change accordingly ... 
68 · S8 
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Transconductance character.istics relate ch~ges ·in drain .current with 
changes in gate voltage. These mq be defined in either the lin~~ 
or saturated state. 
3. Measurement of Charge Interactions Using the Surface ~ange 
Field Effect Transistor 
'!he technique of using the surface charge field effect transistor 
to measure the charging of polymers ·was originated by Fowkes and. 
Hielscher(20) when they investigated the spontaneous electrostatic 
precipitation of dust for the Bureau of. Mines. In this study a device 
. was used. similar to the one shown in Figure 7 but without the metal 
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gate. A polymer was spun over the entire device and treated with 
colloids. The ch~ge on the surface and within the polymer cause 
the same type of drain current characteristics as discussed above. 
By appropriate des.ign and calibration techniques, values for the 
charge on and in the polymer can be measured. 
C. Techniques Utilized to Characterize the Deposition Process 
Present in the·surface ·Char&¢ Field Effect T~ansistor Experiments 
1. Contact Angle Experiments 
The advanci~g contact angle between the liquid-solid and liquid-
air interfaces as shown in Figure 11 is determined by the relative 
magnitudes of the adhesion of the liquid for the solid and the 
self-cohesion of the liquid. Thus one may monitor the wetting 
process by measuring the advanci~g contact ~gie of deionized water 
on the polymer as a function of the time the polymer has been pre-
viously immersed in the colloid. The magnitude of the adhesion of 
the iiquid for the solid is given by( 37) 
WS/L = "Y L/A (1 + cos 8 ) (38) 
where ~L/A is the interfacial energy at the liquid air interface. 
Values of the cos 8 may therefore help characterize the deposition 
process. 
2. X-Ray Fluorescence 
This technique of chemical analysis as described by Cullity( 55 ) 
may also be used to exaud ne the deposition process . The sample is 
placed outside an x-ray tube and bombarded with x-rays • The primary 
'\ . 
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radiation causes the sample to emit secondary fluorescent radiation 
which is analyzed in a spectrometer. This metho~ gives information 
about the chemical elements present, irrespective of their state of 
chemical combination or the phase in which they exist. 
3. Transmission Electron Microscope (T.E.M.) Analysis 
' The transmission electron microscope also may be used as a means 
of exa:rnining the deposition process. Filaments within the microscope 
generate an electron beam that passes through a series of ~gnetic 
coil lens systems and the specimen. The final projection lens 
focuses the image carrying beam on a fluorescent screen where it 
can be seen, or on a photographic plate where the iln:8,ge may be 
recorded. TEM photographs allow one to observe the particles which 
have been deposited as a function of the time the polymer has pre-
viously been immersed in the colloid. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL 
A. Colloid Particle Charge in Solution 
1. Colloids Studied 
Two wetti;ng colloids were used in thi$ study. The first colloid 
which will be referred to as the Fe Colloid is a hydrosol containing 
spindle shaped (J· Fe OOH particles approximately 1500 i long and 
0 
400 A in diameter. The second colloid which will be referred to as 
the Sn Colloid is a hydrosol containing spherical Sn oxide particles. 
The size of these particles is dependent upon a n11Jriber of' factors 
. in the preparation sequence and the age of' the hyd.rosol. J. 
analysis (56) indicated that most of these particles are less than 
0 
120 A in diameter. The majority of' this experinenta.l work utilized 
the Fe Colloid because S' 
{.~) The deposition of' Fe p·articles onto the polymer· surface 
· - ·-occurs more slowly than for Sn particles. 
(p) The Fe particles may easily be observed usi;ng the 
transmission electron microscope. 
( c) A greater amount of literature is available on the Fe 
Colloids·. 
The colloids were prepared as described in Appendix A. 
2. Separati~g Particl:,es From Colloid 
In order to obtain .. a n11merical value for the. surface ch~ge 
density of the particles in the colloidal solution it was necessary 
to know the electrolytic environment surroundi;ng the particles. This 
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could have been done by either a detailed analysis of the liquid 
phase of the colloid. or by removi~g the particles from the colloid 
and placi~g them in a known electrolyte. The latter was done due 
to its simplicity. Ultrafiltration usi~g an Ami.con Model 202 system 
0 
·with XM 50 membrane for the Fe Colloid ( apparent pore diameter 30 A) 
\ 
and· a UM 05 membrane for the Sn Ci>lloid (apparent pore diameter 10 i) 
proved both ef'fecti ve and simple means of' separation. It was possible 
to resuspend the Fe particles in an equal vol11me of a known electro-
(. -4 lyte 10 M KCl) but not possible to resuspend the Sn particles. 
Further analysis of the · ch~ge on the particles was done using the 
Fe Colloid and the Fe particles suspended in an equal vol11me of 
10-4 m KCl. 
3. Atomic Absorption Analysis 
' 
To assure that there was no loss of Fe from the Fe particles when 
suspending them. in the 10-4 M KC!, an atomic absorption analysis was 
made at various st.ages of the procedure. A brief' review of analysis 
by atomic absorpti·on may be fo1.1nd in reference (·57) • This analysis 
was done with a Jaa,rell Ash Model 82-536 Atomic Absorption Unit. 
An iron la:m.p was used and absorption w~s monitored for the wavelength 
0 
2483 A. 1 N HCl was used to dilute a standard solution to form cali-
bration standards and to dissolve the Fe particles in the samples. 
· Complete ionization of the Fe is necessary to prevent the particles 
from attachi~g to. glass surfaces and reduci:ng the concentrations 
measured. j).t the same ·time· it is necessary to avoid 4:i-ssolvi~g Fe · 
from the surface of the burne·r by the acid vhi.ch would increase the· 
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concentrati.on measured. The . standard ·solution used contained 1000 
mic~ograrns/ml. ot Fe in di.lute BN03 and vas. produced ~- Spex 
Industries., Inc •. (Metuchen, N. J·. ) • Volumetric flasks. and cali-
brated pipets were used for all·dilutions to maximize accuracy. 
Table 2A lists the cali.brati.on . standards and the output fran the 
system. This data was used to make the calibration curve shown in 
Figure 12. Table 2B lists the samples, dilution factor, system 
output, and net concentration. The last value is obtained by using 
. ' the system output, calibration curve, and dilution factor to back 
calculate for the net ~oncentration present in the sample. The 
t·heoretical value for the amount of Fe present in the colloid as 
calculated in Appendix B is 2070 micrograms/ml. From Table 2B it 
seems reasonable to assume that the Fe particles do not dissociate 
when resuspended in the 10-4 M KCl, 
4. Electrophoresis of' Samples 
The theory of this electrokinetic phenanenon was described 
earlier. Measurements were made using The Rank Bros~ Electrophoresis 
Apparatus as shown in Figure 13 in Sinclair Laboratory.at Lehigh 
University. A 3 milliwatt He: Ne laser was used as a light source 
in lieu of the quartz iodine source shown in the figure • The capillary 
cell had a circular cross section with extremely thin -walls obviating 
any optical correction and giving distortionless viewing at all levels. 
The electrodes were made of platinum and low currents were used to 
make meas.urements in order to mi.nimi.ze electrode polarization. 
·Measurement of the time required for a particle to traverse one gri;d:. 
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TABLE 2A 
ATOMIC ABSORPrION CALIBRATION DATA 
Calibration Standard System Output (divisions) 
4 
Concentration (.micrograms/ml) 
1.25 
Trial #1 Trial #2 Ave. 
2.50 
5.00 
10.00 
TABLE 2B 
4.2 4.20 
p.8 6.70 
13.7 
31.0 
14.o 
31.0 
ATOMIC ABSORPTION SAMPLE DATA 
Dilution Output 
·Factor (divisions) 
Fe Colloid 200:1 29.7 
Filtered Fe Colloid 200:1 20.0 
-4 
10 M KCl 1:1 0 
Fe particles in 10-4 M KCl 100·:l 14.5 
-4 M KCl after filtering 10 
1:1 1.0 
out Fe particles 
. 
Fe particles filtered 
-4 . d from 10 M KCl dissolve 100:1 12.8 
in 1 N HCl 
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4.20 
6._75 
13.85 
31.00 
Net Cone. ( ee;./m1) 
1920 
1360 
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ot the microscope under an applied electric field allows one to 
calculate the electrophoreti c mobi11 ty. From the mobility and 
Equation 17 one may calculate the Zeta Potential where the sign is 
determined by the direction of the ~gration. Usi~g Equation 20 one 
may calculate the surface ch~ge density for the Fe p~icles sus-
. -4 pended in 10 M KCl. Data measured for the ~lectrophoretic mobility 
of the Fe particles in the colloid and in 10-4 M KCl is shown in 
Tables 3A and 3B. Using these values one 
for t~e Fe particles· in the colloid and in 
obtains Zeta Potentials 
-4 10 M KCl as shown in 
·T~ble 4. This rep;resents a surface charge density of approximately 
'633 esu/cm2 for the particles in the 10-~ M KCl. 
B. Surface Ch.arge at the Substrate/Solut.ion Intertace. 
1. Construction of Streaming Current Apparatus 
The theo,:y behind this electrokinetic phenomenon was presented 
earlier. A system was constructed similar to that used by Zucker( 32,) 
,· ,~ 
> 
to make streaxni ng potential measurements. This apparatus was built 
by Kontes .Glass Company of Vineland, N. J., and is shown in Figure 14. 
All 18/9 ball and socket joints were fitted with o-ring seals, the 
24/40 ground glass joints utilized teflon seals, and all valves had 
teflon plugs. This was done to seal the system without usi~_g grease 
which might contaminate the solutions. The system pressure was r~gu-
lated with a cartesian. manostat as shown. in F~gure 15. The operation 
of this device is described in reference ( 5·8) ,, Prepurified nitrogen 
from a pressurized tank was used as a pressure 
pressure was monitored with a U-tube manometer. 
source. ,Tll,e" system \/ 
~) 
. . The exhaust of both 
.,·,·.;;., 
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TABLE 3A 
ELECTROPHORETIC M)BILITY OF FE PARTICLE IN COLLOID 
GRID TRAVERSE TIME (sec) 
Nonnal. Polarity 
13.25 
13.92 
17.78 
20.77 
15.28 
t = 16.81 sec. 
a = 2. 44 sec. 
TABLE 3B 
Reverse Polarity 
21.06 
15.38 
15.65 
. 17. 08 
19.42 
15.00. 
ELECTROPHOBETIC MOBILITY OF FE PARTICLE IN 10-4 M KCL 
GRID TRAVERSE TIME (sec) 
No_rmal Polarity 
19.23 
18.38 
19.08 
17.63 
18.57 
19.42 
.•'.",:,.·. •:, .. \,.:,'.,·,-.1~':.-. ,·:: . .-.•,·+•~.--: ... ·:1.,-..;.,,1 .. .'• '.•.:..: .... ·: ;.: .. , .. ,,·,-.,.:.·h·; .. '"';· .. ;··· .. ,:· ....... . 
-
t = ~5.79 
a: .3.04. 
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Eeverse Polarity 
12.62 
12.08 
12.32 
11.95 
13.37 
14.82 
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•· 
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TABLE 4 
ZETA POTENTIAL OF FE PARTICLES IN COLLOID AND IN 10 .... ~ KCl, 
• 
(d) Eyepiece. grid distance - 73 •. 17 micron. 
(x) Electrode separation - 11. 646 cm. 
(V) Applied Voltage - 10 volts 
,zet·a Potenti.·tt'l ·= .).2 •. 85. ( d· x/V•t) 
Medium 
Fe Colloid 
Zeta-Potential 
mean -a 
,• 
, .• 
57.1 
58.:'4 
51 
' .. 
mean 
/ .. 
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mean + u 
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the cartesian rnanostat and the manometer were vented thro:ugh the 
ascarite exhaust to compensate tor any pressure drop within the 
ascarite exhaust. The ascarite was used to prevent CO2 from enteri~g 
the system through the exhaust. . 
Two types of electrodes were used in this· study as shown in 
Figure 16. The first type was made from a br_ight platinum disc 
1.90 cm in diameter and .10 cm thick. The disc was perforated with 
20 holes· .05 cm in diameter and had 8o mesh platin~ ga:uge welded to 
its face. The disc was supported by a platinum rod welded to its 
back. This rod was hollowed out and fit sn11:ggly over a tungsten seal 
through the cell housing. The second type had an identical housing 
but was constructed as ~ platinum wire spiral sealed directly through 
the glass housing. It was 
cribed in Appendix C. '!he 
platinized with platinum black as des-
. -4 ~ 
experiments using 10 M KCl as an 
electrolyte and the first type of electrode resulted in offset 
voltages so high that the sensitivity to the electrokinetic phenomenon 
was low. It was hypothesized that this was due to electrochemical 
reactions occurring at the platinum rods and. tllllgsten seals which 
were not identical. for each electrode. For this reason the second 
type electrode was designed and constructed. The second type of 
' electrode alleviated the problem and was utili.zed for the strearni ~g 
current measurements. 
Four types of sample cells were us·ed in the study and are shown 
in Figure 17A, B, C, and D .. The first type of construction was used 
for the fused silica and pyrex cells •. These were constructed by 
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FIGURE 16 S.TREAMING CURRENT ELECTRODE CELLS 
(A) PLATIN,UM DISK WITH HOLES AND WIRE 
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tasing the specific capillary directly to the. ground glass joints. 
Th,cse made from pyrex were made by Konte~ Glass Company in Vineland, 
New Jersey. Those made trom tused silica were made by Quartz 
Products Corporation in Plainfield, New Jersey. The second type 
utilized Scandiplast 9·101/9·102 epoxy cured at 45°c for 15 minutes to · 
mount polyethylene, Kapton H, Mylar HS, and F'EP tetlon tubi~g into 
a l~ger diameter. glass tube :f'used between two glass joints (hereafter 
. . 
referred., to as a pyrex blank ) • The polyethylene · ( Cat • #PX022) and 
F1!!P teflon (Cat. #6424) tubing mounted in these cells was donated by 
Becton, Dickinson and Company. The Mylar tubi~g was in the form ot 
a spiral wound sleeve ( commercially used as heat shrinkable tubi;ng). 
Both the Jtrlar and Kapton were purchased from Niematid Bros. , Inc. , 
· Elmhurst, New York. The third type was made by partially dis sol vi~g 
• 
the surface of.small polystyrene cyl~nders (Monsanto HF-55-2020 
Crystal 206) with Xylene , · placing them in a pyrex blank, and allowing . 
the solvent to evaporate. The resulti~g cell had several paths 
through the polystyrene but wa~ by. no means porous • The fourth type 
of cell was made by folding films ~p like ~ accordion as t_ightly 
as possible and forcing them into a pyrex blank. · Cells of this type 
were made of Kapton type H and Mylar type· A films. The last two 
_types of cells were used for qualitative experiments while the .first 
two types were intended for quantitative experiments • 
The streamj~g current was measured usi~g a Keith~ey Instruments 
Model 602 Electrometer and. Model 370 Strip Chart Recorder. Connectian~· . 
.. were made.· to the streamj~g current flow apparatus as shown in 
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Figure 18. Note that the shunti~g resisto:r is incorporated within the 
Model 602 Elect:rometer. Calibration of the monitoring equipment was 
made usi:ng an Electronic Development Corporation Model MV 100 B 
Precision D.C. Millivolt Standard. \ 
2. Flow Rate Measurement Determination of the Sample Cell Radii 
The equation for the Zeta Potential of a capillary reflects the 
importance of an accurate measurement of the capillary radius. To 
assure that the constrµction of the sample cells did not signifi-
cantly affect the radii ot the cells , flow rate measurements were 
made for each capillary or polymer tube type sample ce11 constructed. 
The equation for lamjnar flow through a capillary is given by: (59 ) 
where 
Thus 
. ' 4 Q = 1rr 4p 
8'1 1 
Q - flow rate (cm3/sec) 
r - .radius (cm) 
'1 - viscosity (pois·e) 
1 - length ( cm) 
2 4p - press.ure frop (dynes/cm ) 
4 811_ 1 Q r -
Tr 4P 
.(39) 
(40 .. ) 
and one may obtain a value for the radius by me.asuri~g the flow rate 
through the.-capillary. Since the now rate is ·proportj.onal to the 
fQurth pc,wer of the radius , smaJ l variations in the radi·us bri~g 
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FIGURE 18 STREAMIN-G CURRENT MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
about larger ch~ges in the measured flow rate. A slight error in 
the measurement of the flow rate, on the other hand, will result in 
an even less s_ignificant error in the radius. 
The experi~ntal apparatus is shown in Figure 19. Water was 
placed in the reservoir to the level h. The sample cell was 
0 
connected to the reservoir and its length 1 and. the he.ight h recorded • 
. 
Water was then allowed to flow for a fixed interval (60 sec. ) and 
the water in the collecti~g beak.er we~ghed. This was repeated five 
times for each cell. The results of these measurements are given 
in Table 5. A computer program was written to perform the repeated 
calculations and the results are tabulated in Table 6. The values 
of R min and R max are calculated usi~g 9.5% confidence interval for 
the flow rate data and Equation 40. {This interval ass11mes a normal 
distribution, a population mean equal to the sample nean, and a 
population variance equal to the sample variance). 
3. Results of Streaming Current Experiments 
Several experiments were conducte.d using the apparatus described 
above. The flow system,. fused si.lica capillaries, and pyrex capil-
laries were washed in lN KOH at 4o 0 c to remove any greases (such as 
silicon vacuum grease which :ma;y have been inadvertently applied at 
· the manufacturer's plant) and then washed in warm chrome-sulfuric 
acid until the acid wet the surfaces. This was followed by a rinse 
in deionized water. and an oven bake until dry. The apparatus was 
then 
were 
assembled using clamps on a laboratory bench rack. · Measurements 
attempted using lo-4 M KCI , 3 .• 14 x 10 -a . M HCl (pH 1. 5 ) , 
60 
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TABLE 5 
DATA FOR THE FLOW RATE MEASUREMENTS OF THE CAPILLARY RADII 
(h = 94.6 cm., t = 60 sec., T = 20° C} 
Water Weight (grams) 
Capillary h (cm.) 1 (cm.) w1 
F'S 1 
FS 2 
FS 3 
FS ·4 
FS 5 
PY 1 
PY 2 
PY 3 
36.6 
36.3 
36.5 
36.3 
36.5 
36.5 
36.4 
5. 80 
5.50 
6. 05 
5.90 
6.08 
6.13 
6.25 
5.48 
-
- - -
27.57 27.84 27.71 27.58 27.69 
42.47 42.76 42.70 43.02 42.96 
36.83 36.72 36.74 36.79 36.57 
51.22 51.02 51.04 51.08 51.12 
29.33 29.40 29.27 29.13 29.37 
18.87 18.82 18.85 18.77 19.03 
19.39 19.34 19.38 19.30 19.29 
24.38 24.35 24.27 24.40 24.38 
Note: The same measurements were made for twelve polymer type B 
sample cells but are not included since streaming 
currents could not be measured for these cells. The 
results agreed extremely well with the nominal radius 
of the tubing. 
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TABLE 6 
CAPILLARY RADII AS CALCULATED '.FROM FLOW MEASUREMENT DATA 
Capillary 
FS 1 
FS 2 
FS 3 
FS 4 
F'S 5 
PY 1 
PY 2 
PY 3 
... '·. ~ .. ' '. ' .·. >:=.. . ,,.,;-,\ , .. 
. ·2 .. Radius . (10-... cm.} 
Minimum 
3.31 
3.64 
3.58 
3.87 
3.39 
3.04 
3.08 
3.16 
., ,··. '•1',, 
.. ·,,:,~. ,,·:·,: ;-., ,.. •· .. ·., .. -,.\" .~· , .. · ,,< .. :.: ·. ,.; r·. \,. ·- ·, \- ·, 
Maximum 
3.32 
3.66 
3.59 
3.88 
3.40 
3.06 
3.09 
3.16 
-4 10 M HCl, and deionized water. Each tine the solution was ,changed 
,· . 
the apparatus was flushed with deionized water for approximately one 
hour. Before each day's run prepuri-fied ni tr_ogen gas was bubbled 
through the solution for approximately 30 minutes to displace any 
dissolved co2 or o2 in the solution. Eno:ugh solution to cover the 
conductivity cell and thermometer was then forced into the Dk)nitoring 
flask and the stopcock closed. Sample cells type A and B not mounted 
on the :flow apparatus were stored in battery jars filled with deionized 
water which had nitrogen gas being bubbled through it. 
An example of the procedure followed to obtain a value for the 
Zeta Potential for a specific capillary with a specific solution will 
be discussed in this paragraph. 
-4 . 4 10 M KCl as performed 1/17/7. 
The example is for capillary FS4 and 
-4 The 10 M KCl was forced through 
the capillary by applying system pressure from the nitrogen source 
to the flask on one side while exhausting the opposite side through 
the ascarite exhaust. The resulti~g streaming current was recorded 
on the strip chart recorder. A measurement of the streami~g c~rent 
was made for flow in both direct·ions for each pressure. This was 
done by alternating the flow direction with an·· interceding period 
of zero flow {obtained using the bypass· tube}. An idealized chart 
recorder output is ·shown in Figure 20. Table 7 shows the data 
obtained from this · recordi~g. The difference ·betwe.en the current 
measured duri~g flow ( ILR ,.. or IRL, ) and the current measured duri;ng 
the period of zero flow immediately· .therea:f'ter (IZF). represents the 
streamj~g current for that particular pressur~ ·and flow direction 
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TABLE 7 
STREAMING CURRENT DATA FOR FS 4 IN 10~4 M KCL TAKEN 1/17/74 
p 
Currents (10-8 ampsl · 
(cm. Hg.) ILR' IZF ILR IRL' IzF IRL I ave • 
7 -.365 .065 -.430 .500 . 065 .435 .433 
6 -.310 .062 -.372 .433 .062 .381 .377 
5 -.265 .061 -.326 .390 .062 .328 .327 
4 -.215 .063 -.278 .337 .067 .270 .274 
3 -.142 .065 -.207 .282 .067 .215 .211 
lave. = _!RL .......... - _-_I_LR_ 
2 
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(ILR or IRL) as is shown in Table 7. The streami~g current tor a 
particular pressure (I ) is then taken as the average ot the ave 
· 
magnitudes of the strearn:i~g current for ·both directions of tl(?W at 
that particular pressure. These values were then plotted .against 
pressure as shown in ~igure 21. Thes·e values should fa] 1 on a 
str~ght line as was discussed earlier. These values were also 
entered into the ERC PDP-10 statistical. pr~gram "SIXCUR.F4" to 
obtain the equation of this straight line by linear· r~gression. The 
slope of this line was then used in Equation 29 to calculate the 
Zeta Potential. This procedure was used wherever quantitative' 
results are presented. 
The first experiments performed were des~gned to measure the -
Zeta Potential. of fused silica and pyrex in contact with l0-4 M KCl 
before and af'ter wetting wi t·h Fe Colloid. They were all performed 
as described above and the outputs from the strip recorder were all 
similar to the one in F.igure 20. E~ch capillary, the date , the slope 
of the I vs 4p curve, and the calculated Zeta Potential. are listed 
in Table 8. The aver_age values for the Zeta Potential of fused 
silica before ·and a~er wetting with Fe Colloid are -67.28 mv and 
-27.3 mv respectively. For pyrex these values are -78.78 mv and 
-10.66 mv respectively. 
Attempts to measure the type · B polymer capillaries in 10-4 M KCl 
along with ~asure:qents for any of the type A and B c2;1,pillaries in .. 
4 · -2 · -4 3.·1 x 10 ·.M HCl and 10 M HCl were unsuccessful. Potentials 
. 
existed between the ele~trodes. both. duri11g flow ·.and .. at· zero flow · 
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TABLE 8 
SUMMARY OF STREAMING CURRENT MEASUREMENTS ON FUSED SILICA 
AND PYREX CAPILLARIES USING 10-4 M KCL 
___ d.I_ 10-10 gs Zeta Capillary Date Temp. (c.) d Ap cm Hg Potential (mv.) 
*FS 1 1/19 
FS 2 1/17 
FS 2 2/4 
FS 3 1/10 
., FS 3 1/17 
FS 3 1/19 
FS 4 1/17 
FS 4 2/4 
FS 5 1/19 
F'S 5 . 2/4 
PY 1 1/10 
PY 1 1/17 
PY 1 2/4 
*PY 2 2/4 
PY 3 1/17 
PY 3 1/19 
PY 3 
PY 3 
1/19 
2/4 
21.1 
21.4 
21.5 
19.6 
21.6 
21.6 
21.8 
21.6 
21.8 
21.8 
19.6 
22.0 
21.8 
21.2 
22.0 
21.0 
20.9 
22.0 
' 
1.56 
4.20 
3.43 
4.70 
4.80 
4.30 
5.47 
5.35 
4.43 
3.98 
3. 53 
3.29 
4.15 
o.49 
4.03 
4.23 
4.01 
5.03 
*Capillarie.s immersed in Fe Colloid for 15 min. 
-27.30 
-57.63 
-46.97 
-75.69 
-74.34 
-66.60 
-10.06 
-68.79 
-16.60 
-68.82 
-79-36 
-10.59 
-89.38 
-10.66 
-72.01 
.... 77.05 
-73.18 
-89.87 
which drifted i~ an unpredictable manner. An experiment was therefore 
performed to obtain qualitative info:rmation using the type C and D 
-4 plugs previously described. 10 M KCl was forced thro.ugb. these 
plugs at a fixed pressure (5 cm Hg) before and after the plugs were 
wet with Fe Colloid and measurements were made. Before making a 
neasurement on the wetted polymer the plug was rinsed thoroughly in 
deionized water. A similar run was made on a pyrex blank to observe 
the background effects. A sketch of typical output from the strip 
chart recorder is shown in Figure 22. The relative amplitudes 
before and after wetting are listed in Table .9. These results are 
termed qualitative since no attempt was mad~ to m0del the flow 
through the plug and calculate the Zeta Potential. or surface charge 
density. 
Exper-iments were .also run on the fused silica and pyrex glass 
capillaries in deionized water. The values are listed in Table 10. 
These values are much lower than were expected ~om literature and 
relative to those measurements made using 10 - 4 M KCl. This is 
discussed in Section IV. Since an attempt had been made to dissolve 
the Fe· particles from the surfaces of FS 1 and PY 1, both capillaries 
were filled with Fe Colloid for an additional 30 minutes. Note 
the sign change for the Zeta Potential of these two capillaries. 
C. Surface Charge Me_asurements on Polymers Using Surfaee Charge Field ·Effect Transistor 
1. The Device 
A surface charge field effect transistor as previously described 
was used in an attempt to measure the charge of the colloid particles 
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TABLE 9 
STREAMING CURRENTS OBTAINED BY· FLOWING · 10 -4 M KCL THROUGH 
PLUGS ( 4p = 5 cm. _Hg) BEFORE AND AFTER WETTING WITH FE COLLOID 
Streaming Current (10-7 amps) 
• 
Before After 
Plug ILR IRL ILR IRL 
Polystyrene 
-.080 .070 .090 -.075 
Kapton 
-.250 .260 .170 -.170 
)ty'lar -.260 • 225 .200· . - .. 240 
Pyrex Blank. 0'· () ·o· 0 . . 
·,' 
' jM O • • ',, •' 
, 
. '· 
:.: 
,, 
,-
72 . M .. ,. ;",-~' 
·. 
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TABLE 10 
STREAMING CURRENT MEASUREMENTS ON FUSED SILICA AND PYREX 
CAPILLARIES USING D. I. WATER (2/12/74} 
Capillary 
*FS 1 
FS 2 
FS 3 
FS 4 
FS 5 
PY 1 
*PY 2 
PY 3 
Temp. ( 0 c) 
21.2 
21.4 
22.0 
22.2 
22.2 
21.2 
21.2 
21. 3 
-1.06 
4.02 
3.26 
4.29 
3.72 
4.19 
-2.61 
3.55 
Zeta 
Potential(mv.) 
18.55 
-55.16 
-50.10 
-54.53 
-68.83 
-91.29 
56.76 
-64.29 
*Capillaries immersed in Fe Colloid for 30 min. 
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deposited on the surface of selected polymers. Three major design 
requirements pertaining to the use of the device in performi~g the 
experiments were necessary: 
(a) The device had to be sensitive enough to detect the presence 
of the particles deposited (see Appendix D for the 
anticipated sensitivity range). 
(b) The source and drain connections had to be separated at 
least 2 mm so that a drop could be placed over the channel 
region- without touching both contacts. 
(c) Since the cost of design, masks, and production of the 
devices was quite high, it was desirable to have a flexible 
design which could be used for both "n" channel, "p" 
channel, and devices with and without gates . 
In addition to these there were a n11mber of design requirements 
pertaining to the operation of the device itself. These along with 
some of the salient features of the mask design and the processing 
steps are included in Appendix E. Suffice it to say at this point 
that the three major design requirements were met and devices such 
as the ones shown. in Figures 23A and 23B were manufactured a.nd used 
as described below in this study. 
2. Measurement Equipment 
The devices (main and test structure) were designed and con-
structed by Dr. F. Hielscher of Iehigh University as described· in 
Appendi·x E in· a matrix on -an Si wafer. Experiments were performed in 
the Microelectronics Laboratory of the Department of Electrical. 
Engineeri;ng at Lehigh University and at the Western Electric 
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Englneeri~g Research Center. At Ieh.igb a Siliconix, Inc. Model LP-001 
probing station and Tektronix Model 575 Curve Tracer were used. At 
.. 
Western Electric the probing station shown in Figure 24 and a 
Tektronix Model 576 Curve Tracer were used. A schematic drawi~g of 
the experimental circuit is shown in Figure 25. Figure 24 shows the 
probing station holding an "n" chMnel gateless device matrix. 
Figure 26 shows a close-up of the probes and device with a drop of 
water on the device. 
3. Calibration of the Device. 
The device used in th-is study was the "n" channel device without 
a metallized 'gate. A rela~ionship must be derived between the drain 
current and c.harge deposited on the polymer film. Simplified 
sketches of identical "n" channel devices with and without gate 
are shown in F:'igure 27. Application of Gauss's Law. 
-ds = Q = enclosed charge (41) 
over the surface shown in Figure 27A for the metallize~ gate results 
• in: 
f D • ds = ~1 + %1 + ~ = o (42) 
-where 
~l -· ch~ge in the silicon (inversi.on and depletion) 
· Q01 - charge .in the oxide 
~ (- ·~barge in· the ·metal. 
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since the electric fields in the metal and the b11Jk of the silicon 
are equal to zero, while those components normal to the walls of 
the cylinder cancel ( the re.di us of the cylinder is so small that 
there is no change in field intensity across the diameter of the 
cylinder). Application of Gauss's La.w over the surface in Figure 27B, 
similarly results in: 
. 
where 
Thus 
(43) 
~ 2 - cha_rge in the silicon (inversion and depletion) 
Q02 - charge in the oxide 
~ - charge in the film 
~ - charge on particles on surface of film 
(44) 
If both structures have the same conductance (see Equation 37) 
z 
- 1 µ.n (45) 
But ·, 
~l = \ 2 = - qNa~ and therefore 
, (46) 
Since both devices are process~d identically (i ~e. , on the same wafer), 
one would expect Q01 = Q02 and thus 
81 
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(4T) 
Thus for a planar device the channel conductan~e is independent ot 
whether the charge appears on a metallized contact area or in and 
on the polymer over the channel. 
Consider next the relationship between the conductance of the 
·test structure and the main str.ucture. From F,quation·~.3·7 it can be 
seen that if an equal charge density appears in each channel, the 
ratio of channel conductances will be equal to the ratio of the 
(Z/L) ratios. For a fixed drain voltage one may then ass11me that if' 
the drain current in the main .. structure is ID(MAIN) the drain 
current in the test structure would merely be 
:i: . ~ 
···I)(TEST) -
~/~ 
~/1tvi (48) 
By. meas.uring the transcondu~tan-ce characteristics of the test device 
one obtains a relation between the ~pplied gate vol t_age and the 
resulting drain current ID(TEST). Since the capacit·ance per unit r·' 
area of the test structure is known to be : 
where 
I 
·. _,c- 0 - dielectric constant of· Sio2 
e0 - permittivity of fre.e sp~ce. 
x0 - Si~2_ thickness 
· 82-. 
(49) 
~· \ ' I 
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the charge per unit area ( \t) may be obtained as : 
(50) 
or expressed in electronic charges 
'r 
N "o e o A= X q VG 
0 
(51) 
Thus one may obtain the equivalent charge in and on the polymer film 
over the channel es : 
I 
~/~ 
-
- ~/~ (52) ID(TEST) 
/ 
where ID(MA.IN) is the measured value of the drain current and VG is 
evaluated f'rom the experinenta.lly obtained transconductance curve. 
These transconductance characteristics were measured for the "n" 
channel_ gateless . device used and are listed in Table 11 and plotted 
in Figure 28. The L dimension of each. structure is the channel 
length as shown in Figure 40. The Z d.ill'.)ension of each structure is 
approximated as the circ11mference around a circle which lies midway 
in the chMnel. 
Figure 29A shows a scope trace for the drain current of the 
main structure of a particular "n" channel gateless. device with 
nothi~g over the oxide. Figure 29B shows a scope trace for the 
drain current for the s~e- structure after spinning ~ :polystyrene 
film over the entire wafer~ Note that·. there is an insignificant 
ch.arge induced ·in the channel by · spmnni:ng .the polymer onto the wafer • 
. :"'.-~-·· 
.. 
,· 
• 
TABLE 11 
DRAIN CURRENT VS. GATE VOLTAGE FOR TEST STRUCTURE ON 
GATELESS "N" CHANNEL DfflCE 
VG (volts) 
o.o 
.1 
.2 
.3 
.4 
.6 
.8 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
ckt. #1 
41 
50 
62 
74 
90 
120 
155 
190 
300 
460 
610 
810 
84 
(Drain Current (microa.mps) 
- -- - --
--
- ---- . . - - ~ 
ckt. #2 
50 
61 
73 
85 
102 
136 
172 
230 
340 
475 
640 
830 
ave. 
45 
56 
67 
80 
128 
164 
210 
320 
468 
625 
820 
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Figure 29C shows a scope trace of the drain current tor the same 
structure af'ter a positive charge has been deposited on the polymer~ 
surface by immersion in Fe colloid. 
4. Experi~nts Performed 
Experiments were performed to investigate the ch~ge deposited on 
two types of polymer film spun over the above device. Polymer films 
were spun from solutions of 5% polystyrene in xylene and 4% 
. 0 
chlorinated polyethylene in benzene to a thickness of 1000-1200 A. 
The thickness of the t'.i.lrns was monitored using their thin film 
interference color. Since the indices of refraction of the two 
polymers are approximately the same as that of Si02 , an interferen~e 
color chart for Si02 was used to establish the film thicknes.s. Thus 
by trial and error the appropriate spinning conditions were determined 
for the desired film thickness. 
Three experiments were perforned to invest.igate the wetti1igl~, 
of polystyrene and chlorinated polyethylene by the Fe· colloid. The 
• 
first experiment attempted to analyze the charge deposited on each 
polymer during repeated immersion ·in· Fe colloid. Each polymer film 
was. first spun on. the Si wafer as described above. The entire Si 
wafer was then immersed in Fe colloid, rinsed, and blown dry with a 
hot air gun. Several .devices (main structure) on the Si wafer were 
then probed to measure the drain sat.uration current at a fixed. source 
to drain voltage. This sequence (immersion, rinse, ·dry, t.es·t) was 
repeated at 5 . second intervals until the water .break point was 
reached upon rinsi.ng the polymer. The· saturation currents so 
' .. 
-
• 
measured are shown in Table 12 and the average values are plotted 
against accumulated immersion time in Figure 30. The second ex-
periment was designed to investigate the charging effects of the 
ionic atmosphere of the Fe colloiQ. during a repeated immersion. 
Therefore an experiment identical. to the one above was performed 
using the Fe colloid filtrate obtained as described earlier in lieu 
of the Fe colloid. The results of this experiment are shown in 
Table 13 and plotted in Figure 31·. The third experiment was under:.. 
. . 
taken to measure charge deposition duri.:ng wetting by a single 
immersion. To do this each measurement requj;red: the entire sequence; 
spin polymer, immersion in colloid, rinse, dey", and measure. This 
was done for immersion times of 10 , 20 , 30 •• ·• t seconds until water 
. break occurred. The results of this experiment are listed in 
Table 14 and are plotted in Figure 32. It should be noted that the 
measurements of the ch~ge deposited on the polymers by the Fe 
coJ..ioid could be measured by complete immersion of the Si wafer 
because leakage effects across the polymer surface were not encoun-
tered. 
A simi.lar attempt was made to completely immerse a polymer 
coated Si wafer into· the Sn colloid and measure the deposited 
cha_rge. The resultant wetting ·process was so effective, however, 
that a conductive film cause<;l leak_age between the source and drain. 
This problem had been anticipated in the design of' the circuit, and 
dimensions had been chosen large enough to deposit a drop of colloid 
over the gate region without overlappi~g the pr(?be contact areas. 
.. 
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TABLE 12A 
SATURATION CURRENT VS. TOTAL TIME D!MERSED IN 
COLLOID (BY REPEATED IMMERSION AT 5 SEC. !NTERV.AIS) 
FOR FE COLLOID ON POLYSTY·RENE (1-8-74) 
Sa.t~atio;n C~;r~nt (mic~o~_!,) 
Time (sec.) 
0 
ckt. #1 
52 
Bo 
128 
190 
310 
ckt. #2 
67 
104 
158 
160 
400 
ckt. #3 
46 
69 
130 
330 
290 
ckt. #4 ave. 
32 49 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
30 
28 
34 
32 
20 
18 
T (water break}= 25 sec.-
89 
60 78 
84 125 
190 218 
240 310 
20 26 
18 24 
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TABLE 12B 
SATURATION CURRENT VS. 'IOTAL TIME IMMERSED IN 
COLLOID (BY REPEATED IMMERSION AT 5 SEC. !NTERVAIB} 
FOR FE COLLOID ON CHLORINATED POLYETHYLENE (1-8-74) 
Saturation eurrent .(micromnps) 
Time (sec.) 
0 
ckt. #1 
30 
230 
270 
92 
34 
19 
ckt. #2 
38 
210 
260 
130 
ckt. #3 
20 
220 
170 
240 
ckt. #4 
19 
190 
210 
210 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
40 
23 
25 
16 
T (water break)= 20 sec. 
90 
18 
14 
ave. 
27 
213 
228 
193 
29 
18 
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TABLE 13 
SATURATION CURRENT VS. TOTAL TIME D!MERSED IN 
COLLOID FILTRATE (BY ;REPEATED IMMERSION AT. 5 SECOND 
INTERVALS} FOR POLYSTYRENE (1-7-74} 
Saturation Current . (mi croamps) 
Time (sec.) 
0 
ckt. #1 ckt. #2 ckt. #3 ckt. #4 
40 
40 
38 
54 
40 
45 
42 
42 
54 
40 
50 
62 
38 
25 
12 
30 
25 
24 
18 
28 
24 
5 
10 
15 
20 
25 
30 
45 
60 
90 
120 
180 
240 
45 
100 
40 
25 
12 
70 
96 
52 
92 
55 
60 
52 
20 
45 
48 
40 
28 
18 
6 
26 
44 
85 
30 
50 
75 
50 
62 
52 
6 
50 
80 
95 
ave. 
33 
33 
32 
37 
44 
55 
63 
42 
30 
9 
52 
70 
71 I 
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TABLE 14A 
SATURATION CURRENT VS. TIME IMMERSED IN 
COLLOID FOR FE COLLOID ON POLYSTYRENE (2-4~74} 
Saturation Current (niicroaJllPs) 
Time (sec.) ckt. #1 ckt. #2 ckt. #3 ckt. #4 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
Bo 
90 
100 
37 
420 
200 
290 
260 
170 
340 
350 
250 
300 
32 
49 
460 
255 
330 
280 
220 
360 
390 
260 
330 
40 
44 
330 
240 
330 
280 
195 
330 
390 
220 
320 
38 
T (water break)= 100 sec. 
94 
36 
360 
210 
280 
245 
170 
310 
370 
210 
300 
24 
ave. 
42 
368 
226 
308 
266 
189 
335 
375 
235 
313 
34 
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TABLE 14B 
SATURATION CURRENT VS. TIME IMMERSED IN COLLOID FOR 
FE COLLOID ON CHLORINATED POLYETHYLENE (2/.4/74) 
Saturation Current (microamp1s2 ) . . •cw 
Time (sec.) 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
ckt. #1 
40 
700 
650 
680 
600 
500 
350 
270 
58 
ckt. #2 
50 
Boo 
640 
760 
630 
580 
420 
410 
72 
ckt. #3 
45 
920 
600 
730 
770 
480 
360 
330 
64 
T (wat·er break) = 80 sec • 
. , 
95 
ckt. #4 
35 
840 
600 
620 
800 
480 
400 
400 
50 
·'·•· 
ave. 
43 
815 
623 
697 
700 
510 
383 
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61 
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In order to deposit the smallest drop possible it was necessary to 
grind a 27 gauge hypode.rmic needle to a· blunt end, electrolytically 
machine the needle to a f'ine point, and utilize a micrometer syringe. 
A drop of Sn colloid was deposited over the gate region and with-
drawn atter a few seconds. The entire device was then rinsed and 
blown dry with the hot air gun. A drop of water could be observed 
over the gate region when the wafer was removed from the rinse water 
indicating that the water break point had been reached. Experimentally 
it was not possible to deposit and remove the colloid drop more 
rapidl.y than the wetting process .occurred. Thus it was not possible 
to observe the kinetics and only before and after values could be 
obtained. These measurements are shown in Table 15. 
In addition to the above experiments a device with polystyrene 
film was immersed into deionized water, blown · dry with the hot air 
. gun, and measured as a function of time. These results are shown 
in Table 16. A final check was made to see whether exposure of the 
polystyrene covered device to the hot air gun resulted in a change 
in the drain current. No change was observed. 
D. Characterization Experiments 
Three experiments were performed on polys.tyrene -~d chlc;,rinated 
polyethylene films spun on Si substrates to characterize·the depo-
sition process which occurred f<;>r the channel conduct·an.ce experiments. 
1. Contact . ~gle Experiments 
Measurements were made usip.g the Rame-Hart · contact angle 
. goniometer shown in. Figure 33. Samples were prepared by spinni;ng 
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Ckt. # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
ave. 
Ckt. # 
1 
2 
3 
ave. 
TABLE 15 
SATURATION CURRENT BEFORE AND AFTER 
WETTING POLYMER WITH SN COLLOID 
Saturation Current ( µAmps) for Polystyrene 0 
Before 
4o 
53 
42 
32 
25 
20 
20 
22 
31.8 
After 
23 
44 
27 
18 
21 
22 
14 
15 
23.0 
Saturation Current ( µ.Amps} for Chlorinated Polyethylene ii 4 
Before 
','.,-' .,! 
15 
15 
18 
16 
98 
After 
11 
6 
6 
> 
' 
"? 
t-
( 
" 
!:, 
; (] 
:; 
' 1 
' ' 
TABLE 16 
SATURATION CURRENT AS A FUNCI'ION OF DNERSION 
TIME IN DEIONIZED WATER FOR POLYSTYRENE 
Saturation Current (micro!'S?s) 
Time (sec.) ckt. #1 ckt. #2 ckt. #3 
42 0 
120 
240 
540 
40 
70 
126 
120 
52 
90 
140 
144 
TABLE 17 
67 
100 
ll8 
ADVANCING CONTACT ANGLE COOINE FOR WATER ON 
POLYSTYRENE AND CHLORINATED POLYETHYLENE AS 
A FUN CTI ON OF IMMERSION TIME IN F.E COLLOID 
COS8 
ave. 
45 
T6 
122 
127 
Immersion Time (sec.) Polystyrene Chlorinated Polyethylene 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
•,• 
.08 
.11 
.05 
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.08 
. 05 
.29 
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the appropriate polymer, immersing for the.time t (10,20,30 sec., etc.) 
rinsing in D. I. water, and blowing dry with a hot air gun. Each 
sample was placed on the platform and a drop of deionized water 
placed on the surface. Water was added to the drop until it was on 
the verge of advancing and a phot.ograph made of the drop. The 
advancing contact angle was then measured on the photographs using 
a protractor. The cosines of the advancing contact angles are 
li~ted in Table 17 and are plotted against the immersion time in 
Figure 34. 
2. X-Ray Fluorescence 
Samples were prepared in the same mMner as described for the 
contact angle measurements. X-r9¥ fluorescence analysis was made 
on the samples using a General Electric XRD-6VS X-ray Vacuum 
Spectrometer. A tungsten tube and flat lithium fluoride crystal 
were used. Diffraction was observed at an ~gle of 57. 55°. Cali-
bration of the system was made using Kapton samples for which the 
Fe density on the surface had previous_ly been determined by atomic 
absorption (Kent Connole - 1973). The results are listed in 
Table 18 and are plotted against immersion time in Fe Col1mid in 
~gure 35. 
3. Transmission Electron Microscope. (T.E.M.) Analysis 
Samples were prepared in the sa.me irµumer as described for the 
cont$ct angle and x-ray · fluore~cence measurements.. A carbon coati:ng . 
was deposited over the surface by evaporation. The polymer and 
carbon :film- were scribed in a_ grid pattern and .the entire wafer 
placed in a petri dish of acetone. The acetone entered the polymer 
. . ,' 
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TABLE 18 
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE FOR FE ON POLYSTYRENE 
. . . 
AND CHLORINATED POLYETHYLENE AS A 
. . 
FUNCTION OF IMMERSION TIME IN FE COLLOID 
Immersion Time (sec.) Polysty,rene Chlorinated Polyethylene 
0 
10 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
103. 
a 
.205 
.183 
.263 
.473 
.643 
4.090 
4. 580. 
•• 
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.268 
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1.540 
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at the grid and dissolved the polymer leavi;ng the carbon film with 
trapped Fe particles floating in the acetone. These were placed on 
specimen holders and analyzed using the TEM. Figure 36 shows the 
varying number of Fe particles present on the polystyrene as a 
f\mction of immersion time in the Fe colloid. Figure 37 sho:vs the 
varying number of Fe particles deposited on chlorinated polyethylene 
as a function of immersion time in the Fe colloid. 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. Surface Charge at ·the Solid-Liquid Interface 
The Fe and Sn Colloids are extremely complex systems. However, 
a modified Fe Colloid may be formed by filtering the pFeOOH 
particles from the. Fe Colloid and resuspending them in 10-4 M KCl. 
This modified Fe Colloid is capable of depositing particles on al 1 of 
the substrates of interest in this study and the system is simple 
enough to be stu~ed using electrokinetic techniques. As was stated 
in Section II-A-2 there are several mechanisms by which a surface · 
charge may result when a solid is placed in a l~quid medium. Dis-
cussion of the results obtained experimentally will therefore 
emphasize the :rrechanisms present in the modified Fe Colloid ( f3 FeOOH 
particles in 10-4 M KCl) substrate system and how they affect the 
sign of the charge on the respective surfaces • 
1. Colloid Particle/Liquid Interface 
The colloid particles studied in this thesis may b.e classified 
as hydrous metal oxide particles.. They are formed by the slow hy-
drolysis of metal chloride salts. Ch~rge studies have been made on 
't 
various types of metal oxide particles using potentiometric titration 
and electrokinetic techniques. The particles in some of these studies 
were precipitated from solutions, washed, and analyzed in an aqueous 
di d . th . th . Par.:a·s ( 60 ) t · .o me um as was one in is es1s. A presen s a review ·oi 
. many of these studies. in the literature. The mechanism proposed 
by Parks and De:Sruyn ( 61 ) for the formation of charge at an anhydrous 
. 
metal ·oxide/aquequs solution interface is a two step process; surface 
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hydration followed by amphoteric dissociation ot the surface hy-
droxide. The first step may be explained as an attempt by the 
exposed surface atoms to complete their coordination. Exposed cations 
attract OH- ions while .exposed OJC;Ygen atoms (anions) attract H+ ions. 
This results in a neutral surface. For «-Fe2o3 the surface would 
appear as. shown in Figure 38. Dissociation of this hydrated surface 
may be represented schematically ·as shown in Figure 39. 'Ibis model 
therefore ass11rnes that the OH- and H+ ions are the only potential 
determining ions and that the electrolyte has no surface active ions. 
The surface charge is the~efore dependent on the equilibrium es-
tablished between these ions and the surface of the oxide. A value 
·Of pH should therefore exist when the surface ch~ge is zero. This 
ii 
point is cal.led the isoelectric point (IEP) or zero point of charge . 
(ZPC). At this point electrokinetic effects should not occur and, 
since no electrostatic repulsion between particles occurs , co.agulation 
should be maximum. When the. pH of the electrolyte is more acid than 
this value the surface ch~ge is positive ·and when it is more basic 
the charge is negative. 
If the above assumptions are made for the. /3FeOOH particles and 
the hydrous Sn oxide particles when suspended in 10-4 M KCl, the 
results of the experi~nts performed are shown to be consistent with 
the literature. The separation and resuspension experiments des-
cribed in Section III-A-2 showed·that the /3FeOOH particles can be 
separated and resuspended in the 10-4 M KCl · while the hydrous Sn 
oxide particles cannot. This seexns to indicate that the IEP of the 
. . -4 
hydrous Sn oxide particles · is close to. the pH of the · 10 M KCl 
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FIGURE 38 SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF AN 
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.FIGURE 39 SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE 
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which was measured at pH 4,75. Table I in Parks'(6o) paper gives 
an IEP of pH 4.5 for hydrous Sn02 particles as D!asured by Johansen 
and Buchanan. In addition to the fact that the PFeOOH particles 
. -4 may be resuspended in 10 M KCl, their surface ch~ge as measured 
4 -4 in Section III-A-····" in 10 M KCl is positive·. This indicates that 
. . 
the I!'P of the {jFeOOH particles is significantly greater than pH 4. 75. 
Table III in parks' (60 ) paper gives an IEP of pH 8.6 for hydrous 
Fe2o3 prepared by hydrolysis of Fec13 as measured by Hazel and Ayres • 
.Analysis of the charge on the.particles in the Fe and Sn 
Colloids is a much greater task-. The electrolytic atmosphere sur-
rounding the particles is no longer a simple neutral. electrolyte but 
a complex system of polymeric hydrolyzed met.al ions <62 ,63 ). !Ihere-
fore only the · sign of the · charge measured is inferred from the data 
and no mechanism selected or .. comparison with literature made. Since 
the hydrous Sn oxide particles could not be resuspended in 10-4 M KC1, 
electrophoresis measurements were not 
this author. Connole (3) however made 
. ~ 
made. on the Sn Colloid by 
electropporesis measurements 
on. the Sn Colloid and found the particles to be .positive. Electro-
phoresis measurements· on the Fe Colloid described in Section III-A-4 
indicate that the charge on the {3Fe00H p~icles is posi.tive. 
2. Substrate/Liquid Interface 
In this istudy two basic types of substrates were .examined; 
glass and polymer. These will be. cons·id.ered separately below. 
However, one comment should be made before. pro.ceeding further •. The 
' 
' . . 
. 
electrokinetic ne-asurements made. on the. substrates are hypothetically. 
. . 
.. under conditions where the substrate ·is at equilibrium with the 
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electrolyte. Duri~g the actual deposition process this ~ or may 
not be the case , the latter bei~g. the mat likely. 
The charge at the surface of two types o~ glasses , pyrex and 
fused silica, were investigated using the streami~g current technique 
as described· in Section III-B. If the_ glass surface is depicted as 
a silica oxide surface it too becomes hydroxylated when i1rnnersed in 
water as does the « - Fe2o3• If the potential determini~g ions are 
H+ and OH- and the electrolyte does not contain surface active ions 
an IEP for the glass surface should also exist. The measurements 
of the Zeta Potential of the pyrex and fused silj.ca in 10-4 M KCl 
' 
and D.I- water indicate that the surfaces are n.egatively charged 
(Tables 8 and 10). The IEP must therefore. be less than pH 4. 75. 
This is in agreement with Table IV of Parks(60) which gives IEP 
values of pH 1-3 depending on the source of the oxide and its pre-
paration. The aver.age values of the Zeta Potential maasurements 
obtained for the fused silica and pyr·ex as listed in· Tables 8 and 10 
are compared with values from the literature in Table 19,. One can 
see from Table 19 that the data ot this type is sparse and _agreement 
between the researchers is poor. From previous discussion one would 
expect the surface ch~ge density to remain constant at a given pH 
regardless ·of the concentration of the indifferent electrolyte KCl~ 
From equations 9 and 13 one would. therefore expect the Zeta Potential. 
of a surface who_se ch~ge is so fixed to decrease. as the concen-
t:ration of. KC.l increases. Th~s is not what . was · obtained experi-
mentally. 
result. 
The. author can propose two possible reasons for this 
. -4 First the · measurements ··in 10 ·· M KCl were made first and 
. . 
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TAB IE 19 ZETA POTENTIALS MEASURED FOR PYREX AND QUARTZ ( FUSED SILICA) 
Researcher 
Eversole & Boardrna.n{ 4o) 
Zucker< 32 ) 
Gaudin & Fuerstenau*C 32 ) 
Kruyt*(4o) 
Overbeek & Wijga*( 37 ) 
Street & Stewart( 74 ) 
Jones & Wood*C 74) 
Present Author 
Method 
StreaJDjng Current through 
Capillary 
Streaming Potential through 
Capillary 
Streaming Potential Particle 
Plug 
Streaming Potential through 
Capillary 
Streaming Potential through 
Capillary 
Radial Streaming Method 
Streaming Potential through 
Capillary 
Streaming Current through 
Capillary 
Zeta Potential. (mv.) 
Quartz {Fused Silica) 
10-4 M KCl H2o 
-73.5 
--
-- -103 to -123 
-- -70 
-92 
--
-
--
-169 
--
-133.6 
--
-67.3 
-57-2 
Pyrex 
10-4 M KC1 
-122.2 
--
--
--
--
--
--
-78.8 
*( ) The references cited are not the original work but provide reference to the original work. 
--
-
--
--
-139 
-
--
-11.a 
. ··- ·, ... -,- ~-., .. · ~ 
the capillaries therefore had different surface treatments and 
cannot be compared. Second the pH of the streami;ng solutions were 
not buffered and there .may have been sufficient pH differences to 
negate comparison. 
the surface ch~ge 
Since the experiment was des~gned to evaluate 
-4 . of the glasses in 10 M KCl -- f3 FeOOH system, 
the measurenents in deionized water were ancillary and .therefore 
refinement efforts were not pursued. The difference. in Zeta Potential. 
between pyrex and fused silica as measured by this author are not as 
gt"eat· as the difference obtained by Eversole and Boardman ( 40 ) , 
However, this could be due to differences in the pyrex and surface 
treatments used. 
Streaming current measurement of the surface ch~ge density of 
the polymers when in contact with the-electrolyte was a more diffi-
. 
cult task. As was stated previously the attempts using the polymer 
tubing were unsu.c.cessf'ul. Potentials. existed at the electrodes both 
during flow and at zero flow which drifted in an unpredictable 
manner. These variations indicate the occurrence of a simultaneous . . 
phenomenon resulting in variation of the surface charge density 
~uring measurement. The or_igin of this_ phenomenon may lie in the 
swelling of the polymers. ( 65 ) As the polymer swells the effective 
~urface area of the capillary changes res.ulting in a variation of the 
streami~g current. Flow thro:ugb. the capillary may .initiate this 
further swelling even tho:u,gh attempts were made to equilibrate the 
• 
pol~r wit·h the electrolyte prior to stre81Di~g. However, adequate 
information on the s.ign of the surface ch~ge densit_y of the polymers 
. ' 
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in· the electrolyte could be obtained usi~g the type C and D sample 
' 
c~lls shown in Figure 17. As shown in Table 9 the currents measured 
when flow through these cells was trom lett to right were negative. 
From, the neasurement circuit shown in Figure 18 and the s~gn 
convention ·established :for Equation 49, the polarity of the stream1~g 
current is positive. Therefore, from Equations 29 and 13, the' 
Zeta Potential and surface ch~ge ·density are negative. These 
results for Kapton, }(vlar, and . polystyrene are in agreement with 
those of Neale and Peters <43) who found negative surface charge 
densities for nylon , wool , and silk in this pH range • Neale ( 43) 
attributes the acquisition of this negat·i ve ch~ge by the polymer to 
either dissociation of' a proton, ionization of an acidic_ group, 
adsorption of' anions, or transfer of electrons directly from the 
aqueous phase. The experi-ments . performed by th'is ·author cannot 
distinguish between these mechanisms , but the results, show that one 
or more must be present in,the system studied. It should be pointed 
out that these measurements were not made under true·· ~quilibrium 
conditions between the polymer and electrolyt·e . sin,ce no . attempt was 
made to equilibrate the sample cells in the electrolyte prior to 
streaming.. This procedure most closely represents the. deposition 
. . ' 
process as it is usea in' industry. 
3. Particle-Substrate Composite/Liqui.d Interface 
Arter the ,BFeOOH particles have been de·posited on the , substrat~ , 
the surface ch~ge, density ,of the composite ,in the electrolyte 
reflects the deposit,ion, as sll.Q.wn in ·Tables 8, 9,. ~d .10. · The extent: 
M 
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ot the effect '1&Y' decrease the amplitude of the surface ch~ge or 
reverse its polarity depending on the density ot particles deposited. 
This therefore represents a significant contribution to the total 
processes discussed in Section I such as electroless metal deposition. 
Succeedi~g steps in such a process see a surface with completely 
different double layer properties than those ot the original polymer • 
. In what way this effect enters into such processes could be the 
topic of another study. 
B. Surface. Charge Measurements on Polymers Using Surface Charge 
Fiel·d Effect ·Transistor 
Interpretation of the experiments undertaken usi~g the surface 
charge field effect transistor to investigate the ch~ge interactions 
occurri~g duri~g the particle deposition process requires: 
(a) interpretation of the experiments performed to 
. 
. 
character~ze the kinetics ot the deposition process. 
(b) interpretation of the charge measurement results. 
(c) int~rpretation of the extent to which. the two sets of 
experiments may be correlated. 
The. d.egree of repeatability attainable for the deposition process 
and the limitations on the information one ma:y obtain from the sur-
face charge device tend. to complicate these interpretations. This 
is· not to infer that useful information_ may hot· be obtained. This 
I 
is stated merely to emphasize that care must be taken not to extend 
the interpretation of results beyond the experimental limitations. 
Discussion of the experiments des·igned to· characterize .. the depositio~: 
process will therefore ·be presented :first,· These will be followed 
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by' a discussion ot the ertent to which repeatability allows corre-
lation between the characterization and surface charge measurement 
experiments. Finally wi.th the backgrotmd so provided a discussion 
will be presented on the surtace charge measurements • 
In order to characterize the deposition of the pFeOOH particles 
on the P(?lystyrene and chlorinated polyethylene substrates contact 
angle, T.E.M., and X r,q tluorescenc,e analyses were performed. 
Experience revealed that the most repeatable wetting times could be 
obtained by a single immersion tor time t followed by a gentle rinse. 
Complete sets ot dat·a were thus obtained as described in Section III. 
Several. comparisons can be made concerning the de.position process of 
the pFeOOH particles on the two polymer·s. If one assumes that· the 
contact angle variations are a function of the nimiber of particles 
deposited on the polymer, Figure 34 indicates that particles deposit 
on the two polymers with different kinetics. Particles seem to 
deposit on the chlorinated polyethylene from time zero at a more or 
less constant rate. There seems to be an in~uction period :for the 
polystyrene where the nimiber of particles varies only slightly 
followed by a rapid increase immediately before wettin:g. The X rq 
curves sh·own in. Figure 3.5 indicate the same type of behavior.· Con-
clusive evidence for this pattern is revealed by the T.E.M. photo-
graphs shown in Figures 36 and 37. Figure 36J and 37G show the com-< 
plete coverage of the polymer surfaces which is present when the 
••. ~ ,.,,,- - "r,·1""1- ·"' ·~ r...., ::: ' ,:.•., ., 
~ ..... 
,, ' 
, wetting process is complete. Figures 36L and. 37H are higher magnifica- . • · 
t~an photographs which show the spindle shape of the particles and 
were used tor particle counts· mentioned earlier. Figures 36&· through 
122.,. 
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I demonstrate the existence ot r.egions ot vaey-ing particle density as 
the water break point is approached. 
The difticulty in obtaining repeatable results tor the deposition 
process became apparent when the author was preparing samples to 
characterize the deposition process bf repeated immersion. Wetting 
times were round to vary from 25 to 90 seconds. As was stated pre-
viously the best repeatability could be obtl\ined using the single 
inmersian-gentle rinse technique. Using this technique ·the samples 
of both polymers used in the contact _angle and X rq fluorescence 
analyses were wetted by ·the Fe Colloid in between 60 and 70 seconds. 
However, the wetting time for chlorinated polyethylene was between 
50 and 60 seconds and the wetting time tor polystyrene was between 
60 and 65 seconds for the T.E.M. samples. This range ot repeatability-
could easily be obtained for the preparation of the above samples 
because blank silicon substrates were used on which to ~pin .the poly-
mers and deposit the particles. 'lhus as many sets of samples· were 
prepared as necessary to bbtain three sets with approximately the 
same wetting time. · The variation in wett·ing time observed was in 
the range of 60 to 90 seconds. For the charge. measurement experi-
ments only one substrate was available. Measurements for the entire. 
deposition process on one polymer took approximately one da.Y and 
therefore it would have been unwise to repeat the experiment until a . 
s-imilar wetting time was achieved. Thus when interpreting charge 
measurements in terms of the deposition process one must es~entially 
normalize time with respect to the wetting time. 
, 
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To interpret the results obta1ned using the surface charge tield 
etfect trans·istor to invest.igate charge interactions one must tully 
understand the capabilities. and 11:mitations ot the measuring device. 
The derivation included in Section III 3 C demonstrated that the 
device is sensitive only to net changes in the charge on and within the 
polymer. This has two implications with respect to the experiments 
performed: 
(a) changes in charge at the polymer/liquid (or polymer-particle 
composite/liquid) interface cannot be measured without 
separating the mobile and immobile portions of the double 
l~er (otherwise the net charge equals zero) 
(b) one must interpret the effect· of the separation technique 
utilized on the charge measured. 
Let us consider first the procedure used experimentally in this 
study so that the above two factors m~ be taken into accomit. The 
polymer surface on the measuring device is exposed to various liquid 
or colloid atmospheres, gently rinsed wi~h deionized water, blown 
dry with a hot air gun, and current measurements taken. Therefore 
the water rinse and hot air dry are intended to separate the mobile 
and immobile portions of the double lqer. This technique was 
adopted to duplicate. the steps used in the· industrial. processes where 
a rinse generally follows deposition. Interpreting how this techniqµe. 
affected the charge measurements.-. is very difficult and this autho~ 
. . 
could not obtain any hypotheses .based on ·the present· knowledge ot 
the deposition process from researchers associated.with this study. 
Discussion of· the .results to follow will there.fore be based on the 
124. 
following hypotheses proposed by this author: 
(a) of separation ot the two l,qers is 
obtained as long as the substrate remains hy'drophobic 
(b) when the substrate becomes hydrophylic, drying results in 
an equilibrium evaporation ot water vapor which leaves the 
.. 
surface approximately neutral. 
Table 16 indicates that the net change in the charge measured 
tor the polystyrene after inmersion in deionized water is positive. 
This is contrary to the res·ults obtained using _the stree:m1ng current 
technique where the charge on polystyrene in contact with the electro-
lyte was negative. The separation and drying process evidently re-
sults in a net charge reversal. Figure 31 shows the kinetics of the 
net change in charge on polystyrene measured as a function of repeated 
. , . 
immersion in the Fe Colloid filtrate. This behavior is similar to 
that obtained tor water with the exception that it has a lower 
magnitude and a region of decreasing amplitude before reaching a 
. 
-·· 
stable value. The lower m~gnitude ma..v be a result of the. adsorption 
of complex ions wh.ich were not present in the water while the decreas-
ing region In.'11' result ·rrom the deposition of smaller size particles 
which were not filtered from the colloid. The results shown in 
Figures 30 and 32 are the· ones · ot .most· · 1nterest in this study. The 
general shape of a1.1· the. curves are similar and. can be correlated with 
· the deposition prQcess · as previouslf":-·tti·sc~ssed~ The magnitudes of 
the currents measured appear to·be proportional to the number of 
particles deposited until the water break point is reached. In these 
' 
. 
regions we 'shali assume a degree of separation· of the mobile and 
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!mobile portions ot the double lqer. This results in a positive 
net change in the ch~ge measured. Figure 30 indicates the same types 
ot kinetic behavior as indicated in the characterization experiments. 
Calculations tor the charge deposited on the chlorinated polyethylene 
usi~g equation 52 and the technique previously described in Appendix D 
result in values of 6.5 x 1011 and 1.1 .x 1011 electronic charges/cm.2 
respect! vely for t = 10 sec in Figure 32. Reaching the water break 
point results in a reduction of the net charge measured to a value 
slightly lower than that which existed for the initial po~er. 
Thereafter the charge measured remains essentially unchanged. This 
behavior also appears to occur for the Sn particle deposition as 
illustrated in .Table 15, although the kinetics of the process are too 
rapid to observe. 
Discussion cannot be concluded without an evaluation as to the 
success of this entire sequence of characterization and charge 
. 
measurement experiinents. The techniques employed to characterize the 
deposition process were straightforward, clear, and of unquestionable 
v&lidi ty. The value of the charge measurements using the surface 
charge transistor are philosophically amphoteric. On one hand the 
interpretations arrived at are questionable at a minimum while the 
·.~esults are limited. On the other hand this study demonstrated the 
utilization of a device in a manner heretofore not considered·. The 
results of these experiments have brought up as many.. questions con-
cerning the present concept of the charge interactions during 
deposition as it has answers. Time mEcy" show the unanswered questions 
to be more important than the interpretable results. 
,· 
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V. OONCLUSIONS 
1. A modified Fe Colloid~ be formed by resuspending PFeOOH 
particles which have been filtered from a vetting Fe Colloid in 
-4 
a 10 M KCl solution. This modified Fe Colloid has the similar 
wetting properties associated with the parent colloid while at 
the same time exists in a simple enough ionic atmosphere to 
facilitate study. 
2. The technique of particle electrophoresis proved a viable tool 
and measurements indicate the Zeta Potential l of the particles in 
this modified Fe Colloid to be approximately +70 mv. with a surface 
charge density of approximately +633 e.s.u./cm2 . 
3. ·The streaming current technique for measuring the Zeta Potential 
and surface charge density of the substrates in contact with the 
supporting electrolyte of the modified Fe Colloid (10-4 M KCl) 
was effective quantitatively for the glass substrates but only 
qualitatively for polymer substrates. The surface charge densities 
for the substrates of interest in contact with this electrolyte 
were shown to be negative. One would therefore expect electro-
r static forces to enhance deposition. 
t I. . 
l · 
. 
', 
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4. Charge measurements utilizing a surface charge field effect 
transistor were performed. The technique proved usable but 
interpretation of the results difficult. The technique offers 
promise for future studies. 
5. Characterization of the deposition of PFeOOH particles on ·the 
polymers .studied in the cha;rge measurements using the surface 
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charge field effect transistor was done using 
T.E.M. 
' 
and X ra:y fluorescence analysis. The 
deposition process clearly and are consistent. 
I 
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results 
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APPENDIX A 
PREPARATION OF COLLOIDS 
1. Preparation of Sn Colloid 
.. ·a. Dissolve 1 w/o SnC14•5H2o 
• D • !. water • in 
b. Dissolve 2 w/o Snc12.2H2o 
• above. in 
c. Dissolve 1.5 w/o SnC12.~o into above. 
2. Preparation of Fe Colloid 
a. Dissolve 1 w/o Fec13-6H2o in D. I. water. 
b. Heat to 6o0 c. while stirring. 
c. Maintain at 6o0 c. with stirring for 40 minutes. 
d. Air cool to room temperature with stirring. 
The above colloids are made usi_ng reagent grade chemicals and 
with D. I. water of resistivity greater than or equal to 
2 megohm centimeters. 
, J 
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APPENDIX B 
THEORETICAL FE CONTENT IN FE COLLOID 
There are 10 grams of Fec13 • 6H2o per liter of solution. 
The atomic weights of the elements are: 
Fe 55.847 
Cl 35.453 
• 
H 1.008 
O 15.999 
Thus the weight percent Fe in Fec13 · 6H2o is: 
w/o Fe= 55.847 55.847 + 3 (35·.453) + 12 (1.008) + 6 (15.999) 
w/o Fe= .207 
Therefore, in 10 grams of Fe c13 · 6H20 there are 2.07 grams 
of Fe and in 1 ml. of colloid··2070·micrograms. 
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APPENDIX C 
PLATINIZING SPIRAL ELEarRODES WITH PLATINUM BLACK 
1. Platinizing solution was made in the followi~g proportions: 
1.77 grams Platinic Chloride (Platinum Tetrachloride) 
• 015 grams Lead Acetate 
This was .made as follows: 
a. Solution of • 015 g lead acetate 
59.2 ml. D. I. H20 
is equivalent to 2.534 g 
10,000 ml 
• 
Thus a solution of 2.534 g was diluted by a 
1000 ml 
factor of 10. 
This was necessary to weigh out accurately 
the lead acetate needed. 
b. The platinic chloride was available in 1 gram 
glass capsules. 
Thus 2 capsules were added to 2 x (59.2) ml. 
1.77 
of a. above. 
i 2. The spiral electrode cells were inserted into opposite ends 
of a pyrex blank. 
:i 
.. 
APPENDIX C (Continued) 
,3.. The· platinizi~g solution vas. placed in the· cells and 
pyrex blank until both electrodes were com:pletel~ covered. 
4.. A Yello,r Springs Instrument Company #3139 power supply 
was connected across the electrodes and turned on for 
4 hours alternati_ng the polarity of the power supply at 
the end, of each hour. 
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APFENDIX D 
ANTICIPATED SENSITIVITY· RANGE FOR DFJ?OSITION 
O:F FE COLLOID PARTICLES ON POLYMER 
. 
-i:.. Calculate the surface ch~ge density of a Fe particle from 
·its electrophoretic mobility in 10-4 M KCl. 
From equation 20:. 
a- E = 35 , 200 c1/g sinh [ • 25 Z I' E] 
where c - molar ·concentration 
e.s.u./cm. 
µ. E - electrophoretic mobility p.m./sec. 
volt/cm. 
for an aqueous medium at 25° C. and large ,ca. Using the 
electrophoretic mobility f'rom Table 3 one obtains 
µ. 
E 
and a = E 
·a. ·-.. E.
35 ,200(10-4)1 / 2 , sinh (. 25 )( 1)( 5. 4) 
633 e. s. u. 
cm.~2 
= 1.32 x 1012 electronic 
charges per ClXl• ~ 
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APPENDIX D (Cmt'·d) 
0 2. Ass1m1;ng a spherical particle with radius 425·. A.. 
A= 4 T R2 = ~27 x 10-12 cm.2 
-
and the 1charge per particle would be 
.Q = a A ~ 3 x 102 electroni·c charges .. E 
·:3:. A particle count on a surface where sufficient Fe particles 
have been deposited to make the surface bydrophili c ( see 
TEM analysis) yields an approximate particle density of 
102 particles per 10~8 cm. 2 
·4:, ·';!'b.U$ the. -net charge deposi:ted would be: 
·or 
3 .x ·10·2: electronic charges 
part • 
3 x 1012 electronic charges 
cm.2 
Thus devices should be sensitive to the deposition -of 
1011 __ 1013 electronic ch~ges per cm. 2 
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APfENDIX E 
DESIGN AND PROCESSING OF CHANNEL CONDUcr.ANCE DEVICES 
Design Re~uirements 
1. Minimize the gate region to reduce the probability of 
a crystal detect in the gate region while keeping the 
gate capacitance the major contributor to the total 
capacitance. 
2. Minimize overlap capacitance, leakage currents , sharp 
corners, inversion of passive areas, large resistive 
paths within the Si , and current constriction within 
the gate region. 
3. Provide adequate sensitivity to the deposition of the 
colloid particles. 
4. Be large enough to obtain 2 mm separation between the 
source and drain contacts while being small enough to 
mount on a T05 header. 
5. Must include a test structure to use in calibrating 
the main structure. 
Salient Features of the Adopted Design 
The· above requirements were met with the mask design 
shown in Figures 40 through 45. The design of the main 
structure consists of a circular drain region which is 
enclosed by concentric channel and source regions as shown in 
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Figures 23. A and 23. B. The source region is accessed at one 
corner while a metallized path is provided to the opposite 
0 
corner for the drain contact. A thick oxide layer· ( ~ 5000 A) 
covers the entire.device except the source contact, drain 
contact, and channel regions. A ·window in the oxide is 
provided for the source and drain contacts, while a thin oxide 
layer ( ~ 1500 A) is p~ovided over the channel. Two masks are 
provided for metallization. One mask includes metallization 
of a gate over the channel oxide (Figure 43), while the other 
·1eaves the channel oxide exposed (Figure 44 ) . The test 
structure in the corner is basically the same type of 
structure on a smaller scale and is processed identically. The 
test structure, however, always has a metal.J ized gate region. 
In use a polymer film is spun over the entire device. Needle-
like probes are' used to puncture the polymer film and .contact 
the source and drain contact pads of the main structure. Thus 
a contact separation of approximately 3 mm is achieved. 
Processing 
The followi_ng steps were used to process the devices used 
in the study. The photoresist used was Kodak Microneg and, 
therefore, the areas exposed. to· l_ight (.the clear areas on the 
ma~ks) remain on-.the surface. The wafers used were 10 ohm-cm, 
',· 
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.APPENDIX E (Cont'd) 
either "n" or "p" type, with. (100.) orientation. Where pro-
cessing steps differ for each type it is so noted. 
1. Clean silicon wafers by successive immersion in: 
trichlorethylene - boili_ng, 5 ~min. 
acetone - boili~g, 5 min. 
methanol - boiling, 5 min. 
H2o rinse 
2. Wet oxidation: 
H20 in quartz bubbler - 95° C 
·o2 flow rate - 300 cc/min. 
I 
furnace temp - 11Q0° C 
total time - 1 hour 
0 
This results in a thick oxide 1S¥er ( ~ 6500_ 4) to ,be 
~-
protection ·duri_ng diffusion. 
3·. e,.) -Photoresist using WEMOS-1 mask. This provides a 
pattern for the dif:f'usion windows through the 
oxide. 
b.) Etch diffusion windows in oxide using buffered HF 
0 
{etch rate ~ 1000 A/77 sec) for 8.5 min. 
c) Strip photoresist with 2 parts H2so4: 1 part 
H2o2. at 150° C f'or 30 min. an4 spin dry. 
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APPENDIX E (Cont'd) 
4. a) "n" type - boron predeposition: 
0 furn.ace temperature - lllQ C 
N2 flow rate - 340 cc/min. 
o2 flow rate - 7 cc/min. 
time - 20 min. 
b) "p" type - antimony implanted at 150 KV to a 
surface concentration of 1015 per cm2 
5. Strip off the dirty SiCk by innnersion in HF until 
surface is hydrophobic. Boil in HN03 approximately 
45 min. to remove compound that formed on the surface 
of the Si. 
6. a) "n" type - wet oxidation as in step 2 above except 
for 70 min. This results in a thick oxide 
approximately 7100 j thick. 
b) "p" type - wet oxidation as in step 2 above except 
for 70 min., but an additional dry oxidation at: 
0 furnace temperature - 1100 C 
o2 flow rate - 300 cc/min. 
time - 50 min. 
7. a) Photoresist using WEMOS-2 mask. This provides a 
pattern to etch the thick oxide off of the 
channel ~egion. 
b) Etch window in o.xide layer usi~g 
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.APPENDIX E ( Cont.• d) 
buttered HF tor 9. 5 min. 
c) Repeat step 3c. 
8. Dry oxidation ot oxide over channel as follows: 
Dry o2 flow rate - 350 cc/min. 
furnace temperature - 1100°. C 
time - 68 min. 
• 
9. a) Photoresist using WEM)S-3 mask.. This provides the 
pattern required to etch windows thr~ugh the oxide 
where the metal will contact the diffused drain 
and source regions. 
b) Etch windows in oxide to contact drain and source 
regions using buffered HF for 11 min. 
1 c} Repeat step 3c. 
0 
10. Remove 100 A by sniff etch in 20:1 HF. 
11. Evaporate approximately 2500 i of chromium. 
' 
12. a) Photoresist usi~g WEM0S-4A or 4B masks. This 
provides metal contact pattern. 
b..J Etch the chromium away using concentrated HCl. 
c) Strip photoresist in hot trichloretbylene. 
Not:e··: The additi·onal dry oxidation for the "p" type substrates 
(step 6b) is required to achieve a total drive in time 
for the antimony of approximately 3 heurs (steps 6b and 
8). Th~ required drive in time for the· boron is actuallf· 
less than that required·to form.the· correct oxide· 
thickness. 
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FIGURE 40 MASK WEMOS-1 WINDOWS FOR 
DIFFUSED REGIONS 
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FI.GURE 41 MASK \\/EMOS-2 WINDOWS FO·R GATE 
OXIDE 
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VITA 
John D. Evans was. born October 30·,. 1943. in CollDILbua, Obio to 
Mr. and .Mrs. E. Francis Evans. Elementary and secondary education 
was canpleted in 1961 in the Reynoldsburg Public School System, 
Reynoldsburg, Ohio. Mr. Evans then entered the Ohio State University 
and graduated in June, 1966 with a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering 
Degree. While in attendance at Ohio State University Mr. Evans 
married Karen Lynn Koons and the couple subsequently were blessed 
with a daughter, Sherry, and son, Ricky. 
Mr. Evans joined Western Electric at th.e Coll.DD.bus Works in 
June, 1966. He worked there until his selection to participate in 
the Lehigh Fellowship Program at Princeton, New Jersey in 1972. 
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